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CLOVIS. CURRY COUNTY. NEW MEXICO,

MAYOR WILL DESIGNATE
A CLEAN UP DAY
is to Have a Cleaner and Better
Looking City Before the Bankers Convention
Meets Here arid the Mayor will Designate

Clean Up Days.
The Blogania

"Clean-up-

The annual

meeting of the
Counties Odd
Fellows Association was held
here on the 26th, but because of
the inclemency of the weather,
the attendance was not as large
as it would otherwise have been.
In fact it is es timated that at
least 150 members from Elida,
Portales,
and
l
points west who were coming in
cars were water bound by the
greatest storm of the season.
As it was, about 150 plates were
laid at the banquet and the meeting was considered one of the
best in the history of the organization. After the evening lodge
session, the banquet was held in
the Croft building. Rev. M.
Rcece pronounced the invocation
and Prof. Bickley acted as
of the occasion. The
ladies of the Associated Charities
served the banquet for which
the menu consisted of all the
delicacies of the market that the
season affords. The speakers of
the evening were Past Grand
Master C. C. Hill, of Roswell.
J. D. Hamlin, of Farwell, and
Rev. C. W. Lambert, of Clovis.
After the banquet the members
repaired to the Odd Fellows hall
where C. C. Hill delivered the
A solo by
principal address.
Miss Lorena Connolley accompanied on the piano by Miss
Delia Hensen called for an en
choro. Miss Connolley respond
ed with "Where Ireland Got Its
Name," which was also much
appreciated. A piano seleirti it,
was rendered by Miss Anna
During the banquet
Cdrren.
music was furnished bv Crofts
girls orchestra. This was their
first appearance on occasions of
this kind and they were greeted
with enthusiastic applause.

Paint-u- p

While it ia not
to convey the impression that
Gloria h any dirtier than any
other town of its size in this
section of the country, it ia well
to clean up at this season of the
year and the designation of such
a day is in keeping: with the annual custom. Disease germs
thrive in filth of all kinds and a
general cleaning up, especially
of all manure piles and tin cans
will do more to swat the fly than
ten times as much effort later
on. Not alone should we clean
up, but PAINT UP. We are not
referring to the fair sex when
we say pairt up, but to the city
of Clovis. You don't need to
paint the town red but paint it
some appropriate color. While
you are cleaning and painting do
a little fixing to that back yard
fence; that chicken house or the
premises in general. It all goes
in on the dial. Every man, woman and chil in town should he
paint-uin this clean-up- ,
campaign. It will
and
Iwsen the chances for disease
trtii. summer and hem to kivp
Clovis th.i title of "citv
and

Fix-up.-

"
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Our Anniversary
the nineth anniversary
Established May
1. 1907, we have been dealing
out 52 issues a year ever since.
We have seen the town grow
from a half dozen people to five
thousand and we are still at the
same old job in the same old
place, boosting Clovis and Curry
County. It has been our annual
custom to get out an anniversary
edition, but this we wili defer
and instead issue a "Property
edition" to appear sometime in
June.
Thi

lt

Texico-Farwel-

,

is

i theNe.vs.

Shaw For Representative
L. E. "Bob" Shaw has an
nounced in this week's issue of
the News for Representative of
Curry County in the New Mexico
legislature, subject to the action
of the Democratic primaries,
June 10. Mr. Shaw's announcement should have appeared in
last week's issue but was inadvertently
Mr.
overlooked.
S haw is too well known in Clovis
to need any introduction on our
part, but for the benefit of the
rural readers, the News will
state that Mr, Shaw came to this
section about seven years ago
and has been railroading the
greater portion of the time,
though he held down a claim
near Mountuinair for some years
and is therefore personally familiar with the trials and tribulations of a New Mexico farmer.
He was only recently severely
injured in the discharge of his
duties as a trainman when he
had a font amputated and he is
therefor.? ineom par.it ated from
iloirg further work of that kind.
He seeks the position to which
lie aspires, not as a matter of
charity, but he believes that he
is fully capable of serving the
people of Curry county in a
creditable manner.

Cash Grocery
The grocery located in the
Carter building on South Main
Street and later known as the
changed hand
Cash Grocery,
from A. B. Austin, proprietor of
the Model Grocery, to 0. C.
Simpson.

Mr. Simpson

son.

CLEAN UP AND PAINT UP!
(TI'IZKN'S: b t u get together and
FKI.I.OW
town of our the must healthful and
moi't inviting in the Stale. 'I'm do this we murst
organize our fun-eahiiiI (jet to
tmii onl our
work. Other cities and towns throughout the Tniti'd
States lire finding the clouts along these lines are
bringing excellent roniilts.
iif til town we must clear
If we woiihl live h
our attic, cellars, tnlilen, sheds, yards, streets, alleys
and vacant lots of trash, dirt, junk, tilth, garbage,
rag, cans, bottles and weeds. We must empty toilets,
cover manure heaps, drain bam lots, till up nmdholes
and slimy,
ponds, open gutters, repair
streets and burn rubbish.
Then we inusf use tump and scrub brushes, brooms,
,

rakes and shovels. We must throw lime freely about
toilets and stable. Why? JVcmise disease germs
and
inserts, especially flies and mosquitoes, breed in tilth and spread typhoid and consumption when they enter our living rooms, alight
ou our food, or bite US while we sleep.
After the dirt is gone we must repair our buildings
ami fix our fences and then lay on the paint !
Vaint everything that need it, inside ami out. for
paint ia the host known preservative and its brightening influence will make the dullest town in the world
look spick and span.
Of course when we buy paint and lime we put
's
and
money into ttie
pockets. But if we get lick and die the doctor, druggist, undertaker, gexton and tmubsioiie man lake our
coin.
Most folks would sooner spend theirs on
paint and lime take your choice.
(.tame on, now, folks. Let'a call a meeting, form a
Clean Hp and Paint Up Club composed of men,
women and children, and get on the job! The prim
is worth it health and happiness.
germ-carryin- g

paint-dealer-

who is

an experienced business man
and who has been in Clovis for
several months will be assisted
in conducting the store by his

lime-deal-

er

28, 1916.

Odd Fellows Meeting
Woman Dies of Wounds.
And Banquet
Assailant Bound Over
Curry-Rooseve-

The Sentiment

APRIL

toast-mast-

Maria Garcia Gonzales who
was shot twice by Manvel Zotey.
tenche Sundry of last week as
previously ' announced in the
News, died of her wounds Friday at her shack on west Hager-maAvenue. Zoteytenche who
did theshooling in a fit of jealous
rage, at the same time wounding
Julio Gonzales, husband of the
woman, who he also shot twice,
was arranged before Justice
Noble Tuesday morning.
He
was not represented by counsel
and wanted to plead guilty to
the crime, but as such a plea
could not be allowed in that
court, he was bound over to
await the action of the grand
jury without baii. It is said
that a number of Mexicans who
are employed by the Santa Fe
and who think that he committed
a noble deed are willing to go on
his bond, if given the opportunity. Mr. Gonzales' wounds
are not considered serious.
n

Sadler and Irvine
Reappointed

At the last meeting of the city
council, Mayor K. C. Childers
reappointed Finis E. Sadler at
night marshal and Chas D.
Irvine as day marshal. Both
officers have been on the force
for several years and are known
throughout the st;ite as a terror
to all evil doers.
Ervlne isciiltn,
deliberate, reasonable but determined. He is young but with
in the business
mjro
will, we believe, make one of
the best olILvrs in the southwest.
Sadler though possibly
of a more excitable nature, is
nevertheless reasonable and is
known all over the state as the
man who enforces the ordinances.
This is particularly
true in keeping the town clean
Our Wheat District
of.lewd women and undesirable
ihe News men in company characters.
with A. L. Await and Dave
Courtney made a tour of inspec
W. O. W. Banquet.
tion of the big wheat district
Tuesday was Woodmen of the
northeast of Clovis and in the
world night in Clovis. "ChopHollene section last week in Mr.
pers" were here from all over
Courtney's big overland, which
country to see the big Grady
the
he bo kindly donated for the
team
initiate several candidates
purpose. We also visited the
mysteries of woodcraft.
into
the
big Shipley Brothers ranch,
Five cars of visitors came from
which is now being improved
Grady camp and four cars
and will be in trim shape for the the
Texico.
from
State Deputy Mc
Bankers inspection next June.
Donald of Roswell was here and
The wheat prospects were the
lodge. About midfinest we ever saw. This is visited the
night the members repaired to
especially true in the Chas
the Ogg and Boss cafe where a
neighbor hood. Mr.
sumptious
spread was given the
will buy a new Case sepamembers
of
the rder, fifty-fivrator and get in shape for the
which
of
attended.
Addresses
big harvest that is practically
by Rev. Milton Reece,
were
made
certain. At one place the sod
Deputy McDonald and a
was being turned for miles with State
of others.
number
a tractor and plows and it looked
like farming operations in the
Leg Cut Off
older settled agricultural counJose Montro had both legs
tries rather than in New Mexiso.
Much stock has been brought in- severed under the wheels of a car
to the country during the past Saturday night about 5 o'clock
season and all that we observed The injured man ii at the Santa
Fe hospital and will recover ac
were in the best of shape.
cording to the physicians.
ex!)'"-i''!io-

.'

Fahs-holt- z
Fahs-holt- z

e

Await Takes Office
It must have been a peculiar,

Craft Sells Farm

Paris J. Craft, who owns 480
though delightful sensation for
acres, v miles southwest, last
County Clerk A. L. Await to asweek sold his land together with
sume the duties of his office ive
stock and improvements at
again last Monday, after an aba consideration said to be about
sence of two years, during which $5,000. Mr, Craft hasJI resided
time he has been "scrapping" there about five years.
in the courts for reinstatement.
For Representative
Judge Richardsod came up from
The News is authorixed to an
Roswell last week to carry out
nounce the candidacy of L. E.
the mandate of the Supreme
Shaw for Representative
of
court and by consent, Mr. Await Curry County subject to the
was ordered reinstated in hit action of the Democratic
office Monday.

$1.00 PER YEAR

BIG CHAMBER MEETING
HELD FRIDAY NIGHT
About Forty Present in

Get-to-geth-

Meeting and

er

the New Organization Starts Out with a Spirit

that Indicates Something
One of the biggest and best
Chamber meetings in some
months was held in the Chamber
of Commerce hall Friday night.
It was the first time that Presi
dent elect Claud Miller had presided over that body and the occasion was one of interest and
pleasure to all. As we have
stated before, Mr. Miller is a
"live wire" in the boosting
game and having been a member
of the Oklahoma City Chamber
of Commerce for many years,
when that city was the best for
its age in the country, he knows
exactly, how, when and where
to do the thing that will bring
the results. Johnson's Chamber
of Commerce Band played before
the meeting and about forty or
fifty responded to the call. Mr.
Miller proposes to make the
organization a success and with
the assistance of those who attended and those who are likewise interested in such an organization which is destined to
make Clovis a greater city snd
Curry county a greater county,
he is coin;: to do it. Committees
were at pointed on membership
and nt the next meeting it is
proposed to lay plans for a big
banquet. It is further understood that tuch occasions will in
the future be held often. 'lhe
and
object is, to
discusd matters for the best in
terests of the town and county.
Mr. Miller made a splendid talk,
asking the business men to lay
aside all personal grievences and
animosities, if any existed, and
work for a common cause which
will be of benefit to all. Membership dues were placed at 50
cents a month and practically
all those present came forward
the required amount.
with
get-togeth-

will be

Accomplished,

Talks were made by many who
were interested in matters which
they considered of vital importance to the town. Come out
to the next Chamber of Commerce meeting Mr. Business
man.

A Heavy Rain
The heaviest percipitation here
this year occurred Tuesday
night. It rained practically all
night and kept up a steady
downpour and a considerable
amount of rain fell again Wednesday.
Since the rain two
weeks ago the wheat and grass
has been growing by leaps and
bounds.
With this big rain
following at this time, there is
general rejoicing among the
stockmen of Curry county and
the business men of Cloyis are
very optimistic. Everything in
and about Clovis spells prosperity and the outlook is anything
but gloomy. From all reports
the rain was general.

Free Show For Farmers
Rtissel Hardwick, manager of
the Lyceum has hit upon a new
scheme you know Hardwick ia
He prorich in new schemes.
poses to give a free matinee at
theLyceum or Airdom'! every
Saturday afternoon which will
be free to the farmers coming to
town to do their shopping, A
number of merchants have endorsee the scheme by agreeing
to pay for all tickets that they
may give out to said farmers.
In this way, both Hardwick and
the farmer profits and the merchant, well he will get his,

Claude Miller made a flying
trip to the Melrose country in
his big Chalmers Tuesday.

CLEAN UP AND PAINT
Bow to

UP!

Start a Campaign That Will Produce
Results In Oar Town.

IIUST: Take your telephone in band cot a
boosters together "the fewer the quicker" you'll get
started. Talk It over and before you Dart, aaree
Utun a meeting to he held a day or two later each
of you aereeiim to have prespnt at that meeting other certain one whose interest will be valuable, especially some
public official and souie physicians who ran tell about the
need of public and private cleanliness
Second: When the meeting la called, organize at once.
Select a chairman and other officers twn suggest enough
vice chairmen to Include every cooperating organization
and interest), and Instruct the new chairman to appoint all
the chairmen of the various subcommittee!
within a
day or two these and the officers to constitute the general
committee. There should he committee)) on
finance uud publicity, one to provide wagons for rubbish
collection, one to obtain the
of the school
children, and one to Interest all merchants.
Adopt a resolutn reuejtjji thj board of health to
proclaim the opening of the Campaign for the Cleaning,
Sanitation and ticsutiflcatlon of the town.
Adjourn, after fixing data for a
meeting a
few days later, which all theso chalrmeu and members of
their committee will attend to plan their work.
Third: Write to Chairman Allen V. Clark or the National "Clean Up and Paint Up" campaign bureau. Klnloch
building. St. Louis, Mo., and got free literature telling bow
to clean up and paint up the town, together with reports
of results lo cities, towns and villages throughout the

F

half-doze-

country-

Fourth:

Qet as many men and women as possible

to

WORK, each at some specific thing. Oon't make the m lets ks of heaping upon one willing and patient enthusiast

all the detail and responsibility of this work. Committees
to do specific work, and chairmen who will think and work
and Inspire suggestions and seal among the members of
their committees, are essential.
You'll want enough committees to put everybody to
work: but not too many committees to complicate and confuse. Select a halt dosen or more for specific work, and,
do well that specific work.

mij
III

SEED BED AND SOWING OATS

PREPARING

Nil

"He Who

CLOTO NEWS

and Does Work
Not Want."

J,s&

Disking Corn Stubble Before Sowing
(Pram the United BtHti-- Department of
Agriculture )
Oata usually follow
cultivated
crop, such as corn or potatoes, hence
It Is not generally necessary to plow
the land before sowing. Oats do well
on
land; but If the land
has not been plowed In the fall, hotter
yiolds are usually produced from sowing In a seedbed made by disking
and harrowing than In one made by
spring plowing.
Early seeding for
oats is very desirable.
As a good
seedbed can be made much more
quickly with the disk harrow than
with the plow on land that was In a
cultivated crop last year, the saving
In time Is an advantage.
Two disking and one harrowing with the
barrow will put clean
land in good shape for sowing with
the drill.
Oats grow best In a seedbed that
has two or tbret Inches of loose. surface soil, but which is Arm below that
depth.
This Is another reason why
disking is to be preferred to spring
plowing, for there is not time for
plowed land to settle before the seed
Is sown.
Still another reason why
the disk is better is that a Held can
he disked much more cheaply than It
can be plowed, and the cheaper way
of doing a Job should always be
chosen if it gives Just as good results
as the more expensive.
If the local supply of seed oats Is of
poor quality, care should be taken in
getting a new stock for sowing. It is
bettor to get this supply from points
. to the cast or west than from points
north or south, as the varieties are
more likely to be those which will
do well locally. Varieties which may
be best two or three hundred miles to
the north or south may not be at all
suitable. If new seed Is wanted, ask
the county agent or the state experiment station where to get it and what
varieties to buy.
If you have boen growing a variety
which does well in your locality It ia
better to sow
seed of that
variety grown ob your own farm or
in your county than to get seed from
a distance. It takes nuts a year or
two to got UBod to the soil and climate in any locality, and they will not
do their best until they bocomo adapted to local conditions.
If the oats
grown locally were Injured more or
less last summer by rains after harvest, make a germination test and
prove that they will not grow before
you decide to send away for seed. If
your oats are light and chaffy take
out about
of the lightest of
them with the fanning mill and use
the other third for seed.
The Idea that oats run out and that
it is necessary to got new seed every
few years is quite common, but It is
not Justified by the facts. There is no
reason why a good variety of oata
should not be Just as good 20 year
from now a it la now, it care la taken
to keep it pure.
Thn seed should be cleaned and
graded each year, taking out tho weed
seeds and the small kernels. It should
also be treated for smut at least once
in two or three years. It the seed is
of good quality it will not pay to
run it through the fanning mill more
than once, to take out the small kernels and weed seeds. If the seed Is
poor or very weedy, running It through
a second time and taking out
or more of the grain ia well
worth while.
The reason tt Is boBt to take out
the small kernels Is that they do not
make a strong plants as the large
ones.
The weak plants from these
small kernels usually produce little
grain.
If the kernels that are sown
are all of about the same size the
plant will be uniform, the crop will
all ripen at the same time, and the
yield will be better.
The best way to sow oats Is with
the grain drill. Drilling gives a more
even stand than broadcast seeding, tor
all the seed Is covered to about the
In sowing broadcast,
same depth.
some of the seed may not be covered
at all and some may be covered too
deeply.
Germination is better from
drilled seed and the growth 1 more
uniform throughout the season. In numerous tests at the experiment stations drilled oats have out yielded oat
own broadcast by several bushel to
the acre. Better stands of grass and
clover can also be obtained In drilled
than In broadcast oat.
The best depth to sow oat varies
with the soil and the season. In any
case they s' ould be covered with half j
an inch to an Inch oi moist soil. They
hould be sown deeper In sandy soil
than In loams or clay. Deeper seeding is also necessary when the ground
is dry than when It Is moist On tbe
average ths beat depth I from one
f
Inches.
to on and
one-hal-

Oat.

one-hal-

spike-toothe-

two-thir-

v,

Oat should be sown as early In tbe
spring as It is possible to make a
good seedbed.
The exact date of
course varies with the season and
with the locality.
This does not
mean that tbe preparation of the land
should be neglected in order to sow
early. Better yields will be produced
from seed sown in a good seedbed
than from that sown a few days earlier In ground too cold and wet for the
seed to germinate.
In a good seedbed the best rate of
seeding In the corn belt Is about two
f
and'
bushel to the acre. If
the seed is sown broadcast, more Is
necessary.
More seed Is required In
a poor aeedbed than a good one, aa
fewer seeds are likely to grow. A
lower rate of seeding may be used
for
varieties than tor
onea, tor there are
many more of tbe former In a buahel.

a

s
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Bmall-kornole-
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BUILDING UP FLOCK
OF EGG PRODUCERS
Mistakes

Macte by Buying

Hatch

ing Eggs or Stack From Different Breeders.
(By F. O. HAI.PIN. Wisconsin
ment Btntlon.)

Experi-

Many a potiltryman, striving to
breed up a strain of
hens, makes the mistake of buying
hatching eggs or breeding stock from
a different breeder each year.
It pays far better to go back, for
number of years, to a breeder who has
stock that mates well with and Improves the size and
qualities of the progressive poultry-man's

flock.

The

number

of

reliable

poultry

breeders producing Just the sort
.

ol

breeding

stock generally needed li
rapidly increasing. I believe that the
next few years will soe a still greater
Increase along this line, for the breeder can afford to line breed his stock
and take a great deal of pains building up a strain of high
The grading up of the farm stock with
good, strong males of the right sort ol
breeding la one of the principal thing!
needed In tho poultry industry at thli
time.

OIL WILL PREVENT

RUST OF MACHINES
Loss Can
Much Needless
Avoided by Farmer Exercising Proper Care.

Be

(By V. 1. EnMONTflf)N, Tnlnraf'o Agricultural College, fort Collins, Colo. I

It la a proved fact that machinery,
where exposed to moisture, rusts out
very rapidly. In fact, rust does more
damage to the exposed machinery
than the work which the Implement
Is called upon to do.

This Is a needless waste, however,
because rust can practically he over
come by taking the proper care of the
machine, when not in use.
Farmers could get more than twice
aa much wear out of moat Implements,
Thla
If they were housed properly.
alone will not suffice in some climates.
A very good way to keep the rust
from attacking iron parts exposed to
moisture Is to coat all the Iron with
a very cheap oil. This oil should be
thick and heavy, so that when applied
to the iron, It will not run off.
This coating of oil will keep all of
the moisture away from tbe Iron and
therefore, will prevent rust from starting.

EGG PLANT THRIVES

BEST IN SANDY SOIL
Southern Slopes Preferred to 0b
tain the Necessary Amount
of Heat and Sunshine.
The egg plant thrives best in damp,
rich, moist, sandy loams. It needs a
large amount of heat and sunshine, so
that southern slopes are preferable.
The plants should be planted early
in a warm greenhouse and given ample space to develop a sturdy growth.
They must not be planted in the
field until the ground Is thoroughly
warm and all danger of frost is past.
The egg plant is growing fast In popularity and Is a good crop where conditions ar favorable for Its culture-

3

One Sunday

'

1

this, I will do so.
I came with my parents A. D. 1874,
from Southern RusDoes not
to America,
sia
South Dakota, and
Fear
A. D. 1907 I came
Oppressions.
my family
with
here to Western Canada, here w have
found a healthy climate; the acre
yields on an average more and wheat
Is better than in South Dakota. What
concerns the Government, up to now
we have bad a good one, have been
able to live according to our creed and
have not been oppressed In any way,
and I believe: All Mennonltes, who
live according to the fundamental beliefs of the Mennonitea and to God a
word, aa their guide, will agree with

1

1

'

1

'

1

1

1

'

1

' B

Morning

Will

Aa In th United Statea It la aald,
that tbe Mennonitea in Canada are
very much oppressed, and have to suffer from a great deal (on account of
the War In Europe) and I have been
requested to write something sbout

vv&--

1

CANADA

Will

"

g

By HAROLD CARTER U

u

1

1

1

(Copyright.

i mi a
ii iiby iiW. Q.ii Chapman.)
1914,

James Randall, standing at his gar
len gate, was at peace with all the

answering. After a few moments the
tramp cooled, he seemed possessed by
a devil of vengeance.
"I meant to take your life,'' he said
'1 thought I'd find you among the kind
you used to mix with. But when
tracked you here and found you was
respected, a church warden, and the
hoad of tbe Young People's leaxuc, and
all that sort of graft, and had a wife
and girl, I saw your measly life wasn
any use to me. I resolved to take
other means. First I'll ruin you, and
then I'll hound you back to the peni
tentiary to serve out your fifteen
years."
Randall lifted bis bead and spoke.
"But that won't give you back your
daughter," he said gently.
The tramp sprang to bis feet "You
know where she is!" he swore.
Randall got up. There was a new
dignity In his manner as he confronted
the other. "Yes, I know," he an
swered. "She is happily married, to
a man who Is kind to her, and she
knows nothing ot her father. And I
shall never tell you where she is.
"You're lying!" Jeered the tramp
"You never went near her. If you bad
you'd have taken ber for your own
And you haven't got an adopted daugh
ter, nor never bad. You lie, Jut as
you used to lie."
Randall gazed Impassively down the
street He saw that folks were leaving
the church and strolling homeward
Among them were his wife and daugh
ter, happy, little dreaming of what the
future had In store for them. Tbe fel
low saw bis look and Interpreted It
correctly.
"Quick, now," be said roughly. "II
you tell me where my Lily is, I'll I'll
bold off until I can go and see whether
whether you kept your word to me.
If you don't tell me I'll denounce you
Quick, now!"
"You can do what you like," said
Randall, "but you will never know
Do you think I am going to let an in
nocent girl's life be blighted by the I
knowledge that she has a convict fa

EVeiTwheiie IrMabaslinel;

Everywhere

They Know

that sunny morning in early
lummer. His wife and daughter were
it church; be himself bad been kept In
by a cold, but the weather was so
balmy that it had tempted him Into
he garden. As be stood there, secure
n bis sense ot social Integrity, not a
memory of the past troubled him.
Up the street came a tramp. Ran
lall frowned. Tramps were not en
;ouraged In that suburban district,
which prided Itself upon Its social orler. The man stopped at the gate and
regarded him quietly,
"Got a dime to spare, mister?" he
lsked.
Randall's band sought his pocket. It
He, who, here In Canada, will and
does work, will not want. So much as was his Instinct to be charitable, but
an second thought he refrained.
Tbe
an answer.
man might be an Impostor. No man
Remain your friend,
(Sgd.) D1EDH1CH GOOSSEN.
needed to be out of work these days.
"I guess there was a time when you
Very few farmers cultivate the habit done your bit of panhandling," said the
of keeping careful accounts of tbelr beggar, sneering.
Randall looked at blm with growing
receipts and expenditures, showing at
the end of the year a balance, either horror, clutched at the bars of the
for or against. The farmer of Western gate and breathed like a man with apo
Canada Is no exception to this. It Is plexy
were
felt If more careful
"Yes. Jim, It's me Bright," said the
resorted to there that much better re tramp. "1 found you at last, and
sulta would be ob- - guess I'm going to talk to you. I chose
Statlatical State- tained and shown. Sunday because, hearing you was a
ment Show a Dlvl There Is the case church warden, I guessed you wouldn't
dend of 68 In of the Crowfoot want folks to see us together. There's
Farming Co., of sn hour yet before your folks come ther?"
1915.
"Well, I am," answered the other
Crowfoot, Alberta. home. You see," he added, with a
It has Just Issued a certified statement grin, "I got you pretty well down In "You won't take your chance? Here'f
your folks coming. For tbe last time?'
of its operations for ths years 1911,
"No," answered Randall.
1913, 1914 and 1915. This Company
His wife and daughter entered th
has had for tbe past tew years about
gate and came Into the garden, then
1300 acres In wheat and between 200
seeing Randall In conversation with s
and 2!0 In oats. Tbe total operating
tramp, hesitated. The tramp looked
and general expenses for 1912, Includat them In astonishment. Somehow
ing interest at 6 and depreciation at
now that his vengeance was at band
for
15. were S12.G87, for 1918 $17,606,
be hesitated to use It.
1914 $18,729, and for 1915. $29,804.48.
"Will you come here, my dear?'
Expense per acre of land In crop was
called Randall to his wife. "This mac
$7.80 In 1912, $11.67 In 1913, $11.70 In
has something to say."
Total re1914, and $17.87 In 1915.
Wondering, the woman approached
ceipts were $15,681 In 1912. $30,661 In
The tramp's eyes were fixed on hei
1913. $31,589.87 In 1914, and $62,620.26
face In amazement. He opened hit
in 1916. The percentage earned upon
lips, but no sound came from them
In 1912,
capital Invested was 814
Then he turned to Randall.
In
1914,
60
1913,
and
28
30
In
in
"I guess I'll go," he said roughly. "II
1915, In which year It paid a cash diviyou can't get me a Job, she can't."
dend of 68.
He turned and slouched toward th
The Company's statement shows
gate. Randall, who had followed him
that the average dates of finishing
started as the man, when out of th
seeding was April 20th; the average
woman's hearing, turned fiercely upot
date commenced cutting was August
him.
18th. Advertisement
"You thought I wouldn't recognizt
my little girl now she's a married
Anachronism.
savagely
woman?"
he
snarled
Nearly all of the prominent business
"Thought I was going to ruin ber life
men of America have some connec
I guess. Jim, you're a man. And I
tion with the church; many of them
guess you won't see me again."
are conspicuous leaders of Christian Looked at Him With Growing Horror.
And, with bunched shoulders, bi
enterprise. Industrially they are Docstumbled away down the street.
I
come
here."
white
black
and
before
tor Jekyll; ecclesiastically they are
"Come into tbe garden," said RanMr. Hyde. What use is there in glossCULTIVATE HABIT OF TRUTH
ing tbe matter? Tbey are proud ol dall feebly.
The tramp followed blm In, and they
being Just and fair where It Is an
Instill This Best
economic necessity; they are brutally sat down on the bench In front of the Parents Should Early
of All Virtues In the Minds of
callous where It is a religious grace. living room. Tbe tramp could see Into
Their Children.
Tbe employer who dare not rip a tbe neatly furnished bouse.
"Sort of spick and span, ain't it?"
mechanic from
faithful but
Teach your children to be truthful.
hi
lathe and throw him upon the said tbe tramp. "A little different
Impress upon them that If they tell
tnxrey of the community will tear a from tbe state penitentiary, I guess. you
truth they will be given fai
preacher Maybe your memory carries you back less the
but
faithful
punishment than they would re
banterlngly.
from his pulpit and drop him upon fifteen years?" be added,
"What do yjm want? Blackmail? celve if they lied to you.
l he loan, cold bosevn
of charity. JoThe parent who has a child he car
demanded Randall roughly.
seph II. Odell In Atlantic.
Tbe tramp put out a bony band and rely on to toll the truth Is fortunate
It I worth a good deal to know
gripped him by the shoulder.
SALTS IF BACKACHY OR
"More," be said laconically. "I want where anyone atands, and a truthful
KIDNEYS TROUBLE YOU the thing you hold dearest In life, Jim. child la the most teachable one, foi
No, not your life, your reputation. I'm you know where to find him.
raises the standard ol
going
to put you out of your home and
Kidneys
Your
Aren't
Less
Meat
If
Eat
make you ashamed to meet tbe eyes of everyone who Is known to poasesi
Acting Right or If Bsok Hurts or
your neighbors you you blackguard, this good quality.
Bladder Bothers You.
Those wbo tell the truth may not
you cur!"
Randall did not say a word, but shiv- always be tbe most popular, but they
When yon wake up with backache
by never fall to command respect, and
and dull misery in the kidney region ered upon the seat, as If struck
that la worth a great deal more.
it generally means you have been eat- ague, In spite of the sun.
The man whose word can be relied
"Fifteen years ago," the tramp coning too much meat, says a
upon occupies an enviable place in the
authority. Meat forms uric acid which tinued, twisting bis mouth as If a community.
spasm of pain was racking him, "you
overworks the kidneys in their effort
The place Is not overcrowded.
I was Inmates of tbe penitentiary.
and
beto filter it from the blood and they
A truthful man follows a truthful
serving
I
Is.
was
I
It
see
Correct?
come sort of paralyzed and loggy.
years for robbery, and you you'd youngater. Truthfulness Is a babit ol
When your kidneys get sluggish and three
thousands from them that trust- mind.
clog you must relieve them like you stolen
It may take some time and tact to
you, and had a sentence of fifteen
relieve your bowels; removing all the ed
years. You'd Just about have come make a truthful boy out of that lad ol
body's urinous waste, else you have
yours, but It Is worth all the effort
out now if we hadn't hadn't "
backache, sick headache, dizzy spells;
His voice broke. Randall might It requires. Set an example of truth,
your stomach sours, tongue is coated,
have tried to take advantage of hla but do not let it end there. The secret
and when the weather is bad you have weakness to plead with him, but be of success In everything worth while
Ths urine Is only sat dumbly beside blm.
rheumatic twinges.
In this life lies in the habit of truth.
cloudy, full of sediment, channels oftwas dying of tuberculosis," con- Truth Is the eternal law of being.
"I
en get sore, water scalds and you are tinued the other presently.
"When
obliged to seek relief two or three tbey
Revised His Opinion.
transferred us to tbe new penitimes during the night
A handsomely dressed damsel ententiary you made me a proposition.
physl
good,
reliable
a
consult
Either
A
If we'd change names and sentences, tered a crowded tramcar.
clan at once or get from your pharma It wouldn't matter to me, because I'd
old fellow, wearing a dilapiclat about four ouncea of Jad Salts; soon be dead, and you swore you'd dated hat and a suit of homespun
take a tablespoonful In a glass ot look after my little girl as long as you clothes', rose to his feet
water before breakfast for a few days lived she that was alone In the world,
"Miss, take my seat. I don't look
and your kidneys will then act One. that hadn't any chance in life but that as well as these 'ere gentlemen," he
This famous salts Is made from th of an asylum orphan. You swore it said, nodding to several men, "but I've
acid of grapes and lemon juice, com- Well! You liar, you bound, where is got more politeness."
bined with llthla, and has been used Lily? Did yon ever And her?"
Without a word of thanks the young
for generation to clean and stimulate
woman sat down.
Randall still returned no answer.
sluggish kidneys, also to neutralize
"Miss." said the old fellow, with a
"You didn't, you dog!" swore the
acids In ths urine so it no longer Irri- tramp, clenching his lists. "I waited smile, "I believe I left my tobacco-pouctates, thus ending bladder weakness. and waited for tbe message that was
on the seat Will you please
Jad Salts Is a Ufa saver tor regular to come to me and never came. Then get up?"
meat eaters. It Is inexpensive, cannot I determined that I wouldn't die. I'd
No sooner was th seat unoccupied
Injure and makes a delightful, effer- serve out my fifteen years your fif- than the old fellow deliberately sat
drink. Adv.
vescent Itthia-watteen yeara and I'd come back, and down again.
"B'lieve I'll keep alttin' here, miss,"
first I'd find her, and then I'd take your
Mueh More Refined.
life. Where ia she? What have you he explained. "I've got a little more
"Do you mean to say the finger ot
done with her? Or did you never try politeness than these 'ere gentlemen,
suspicion la pointed at Mrs. Gadder?" to find her?"
but I have found out that I ain't got
"Oh, dear no! That la never done
struggle upon the other's face nigh so much common sense," LonThe
In our set.
But when she appears was
but still he refrained from don
there Is a perceptible lifting of eye
brows."
world
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35 years Alabastine has
the choice of
who take particular
pride in tbe decoration of
their homes.
For 35 years Alabastine has
been sold everywhere by paint
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hardware, drug, and general
stores. It Is known by dealers
and users alike as the"tint beautiful" for wall and ceilings.
Alabastine is a dry powder that

nixe perfectly in cold water. You
can apply it youraelf or your local
painter will do the work reasonably.
Be sure that you set, Alabaatin
brouuht on th Job in properly
labeled package.
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On th Face of It
'Mustaches come and mustache
go," scraped the razor to the lip.
'But I go on forever," winked th
eyebrow In an almost Inaudible
whisper.
'What an 'Ighbrow remark," twit
tered the chin.
"And what a lot of cheek," cut In
the razor.
Whereat they all bristled np and tbe
blood flowed freely. Michigan Gar
goyle.
Tea smiles for a nickel. Alwavs bar Sad
Ctoh Has Blue: have beautiful, clear
whit clothe. Adv.
Money talks, but It doesn't say halt
as much as the wife of a man wbo de
clines to give up.
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Glass of Hot Water

fflUT

Before Breakfast
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a Splendid Habit
BUT OAKEY IS NO SAVAGE
the system each
morning and wash away the
poisonous, stagnant matter.

Open sluices of

Four Flat Car

REQUIRED

FOUR

Required to Carry Big Girder.

CARS

BIQ GIRDER MADE 8ERIOU8
MAND ON RAILROAD.

DE-

Resources of the Rolling 8tock of
Great Lino Taxed to Transport
Mass of Steel From the
Foundry to City.
A steel girder of such lengtb that
It was necessary to use (our steel flat
cars in shipping it was recently sent
from the shops at Btoelton, Pa., to
Chicago, where It is to be unod In a
railroad bridge spanning a railroad
and
streot. This girder is 131 feet
inches long and 10 foot 6 inches
blgh, and witlghs 98 tons. Tho angles
plucod In the corners at the Junction
of the web and flanges form one of
the unusual features of tho girder.
The legs of these angles are 8 Inches
wide and Vk Inches thick, and each
is made of one piece running the full
length of the girder. They are suld
to be the longuHt angles of this size
ever rolled. Particular attention was
given In tho simp to seeing that the
girder was built with the right end
forward bo that it could be loaded,
shipped and used In the bridge without confusion. Popular Mechanics
Magazine.

BIRDS

CAUSE

OF ACCIDENTS

Many Mishaps on Railroads Have
Been Traced to the Actions of
the Feathered Tribe.
Rome peculiar dilllrultics on railroads are catisud by birds, says Lon.
A llronian on tho engine
don
of a passenger truin from Cardiff to
Fishguard, after passing Peterstonn
looking out through tho
station,
engine spectacle glnss for signals, was
Injured by an owl which flew against
the glass and broke it, cuusing a piece
of glnss to enter the fireman's eye.
The train was quickly stopped, medical attendance secured and later the
man was removed to the hospital. The
injury, however, was so serious that
tho unfortunute victim of this singular occurrence has lost the sight of
one eye and the sight of the other is
A short dolay from a
Jeopardized.
most exceptional cause occurred on
one orcnslon to the 10:20 a. m. passenger train from Paddington to Worcester. When the train was near
a rook flew against the front
of the engine, striking the plpo of the
vacuum brnko and causing the pipe to
become dWuched from the plug. This
admitted air to the brake pipes, causing tho brakes to bo applied, thus stopping the train. At Cardiff station the
4:4'i n. m. express, Paddinrrtnn to Carmarthen, was ono di'.y delayed owing
to a swarm of bees on tho platform
hampering the rnilwaymeu's operations.
Tit-lilts-

Pang-bourn- e

Change Rail Gaupe In Poland.
Tho llusKl.m rnltroads In Poland, for
strategical reanons, wero built on a
broad gauge. The Oerni:inn havo stand
ardized tliitf kiiiirh, but llii.i clinugn has
endured useless all of the Hussliin
rolling stock which was left behind
All freight cars, therefore, had to hi?
supplied from Germany, and a very
great Khortugn Is the result.
It Is Interesting to note that In
standardizing tho railroads the Germans havo rut tho ends of the rnilroud
ties even with (ho edge of tho tracks,
thus making It impossible in the
event of a KuBslun rcoecupntion of
this country, to again broaden tho
gauge without laying down an entirely new set of ties. W. II. Hamilton,
in Hurper'a Weekly.
8oldler With Many Wounds.
Thus far maimed French soldlors
have been able to resume their occupations with far greater success than
hnd been anticipated. One instance of
the adaptability of those mutilated men
Is the case of Private Sohuler, who suffered 62 wounds and who had his right
He has resumed
arm amputated.
clerical work and in throe months'
time has learned to write a fino copperplate page with his left hand.
Minister of Labor Motin has Instructed the ofllclnl employment agencies not only to accept and art Immediately upon all maimed soldiers' applications tor employment, but to provoke applications from such men by
all proper means of publicity.
Costly Airships.
Airships are an enormous Item of
expense in the accounts of an army.
Zeppelins, for examplo, cost $500,000
to build. Their construction takes a
year, yet they can be totally wrecked
by a blgh wind In half an hour. To
till a Zeppelin with gas costs $3,000
every time a full head ot hydrogen is
envelope of
pumped into the
the airship. The groat motors of the
vessel drink up petrol at the rate ot
30 gallons an hour. Moreover, these
delicate machines require a $110,000
shed to house them if they are to be
aafely anchored away from the presence of boisterous weather.
600-fo-

MUST

BE

KEPT

IN

MOTION

Railroad Car Were Never Intended
for Storage Houses or for
Inaotion.
Railroad cars were not intended foi
storage bouses, the Philadelphia Ledger observes. They should not bo used
for that purpose. Because hero and
there some shipper is willing to go
on paying his demurrage charges rather than go to the expense of unloading bis cars he should not have the
power to do ao. Freight cars were
built to haul commodities and not for
vehicles in which to store commodities at some terminal point for the
convenience of shipper, railroad or
consignee. A railroad Is of use only
when it can transport people and
freight. Therefore, any system which
will permit the deliberate blockading
of tracks, Junction points, docks and
terminals ought to be put under legal
ban.
The interstate commerce commission should be endowed with a few
extra powers. One would be to compel shippers to unload their cars after
a certain tlino, irrespective of demurrage, becauso demurrage does not
compensate either tho railroad or the
wider public when traffic Is suspended
by embargoes. A second power should
pertain to the railroads and enable
the interstate commerce commission
to make them keep their cars In motion. Tho present situation is an absurdity. On tho one hand, speculators
and shippers can, by the payment of
demurrages, delay Indefinitely the unloading of cars at terminal points. On
the other hand, the railroads can then
derlare an embargo against all other
shippers to that point.
Put in a nutshell, tho Interstato commerce commission should enforce the
rule that railroad equipment cannot
bo used for storage purposes.

Those of ns who are accustomed to
feel dull anl heavy when we arise;
splitting headache, stuffy from a cold,
foul tongue, nasty breath, acid stomach, lama back, can, Instead, both
look and feel as fresh as a daisy always
by washing the poisons and toxins
from the body with phosphated hot
water each morning.
We should drink, before breakfast,
a glass of real hot water with a
of limestone phosphate In
It to flush from the stomach, liver,
kidneys and ten yards ot bowels the
previous day's indigestible waste, sour
bile and poisonous toxins; thus cleansing, sweetening and purifying the entire alimentary canal before putting
more food into the stomach.
The action of limestone phosphate
and hot water on an empty stomach
Is wonderfully Invigorating. It cleans
out all the sour fermentations, gases,
waste and acidity and gives one a
splendid appetite for breakfast and It
is said to be but a little while until
the roses begin to appear In the
cheeks.
A quarter pound ot
phosphate will cost very little at
your druggist or from the store, but
Is sufficient to make anyone who Is
bothered with biliousness, constipation, stomach trouble or rhoumatlsm
a real enthusiast on the subject of internal sanitation.
Try It and you are
assured that you will look better and
feel better In every way shortly.
lime-ston-

As a rule, the man who becomes
member of congress first gets his
name up while occupying some other
office.
The rule applies to P. Davis
Oakey of Hartford, Conn. Oakey
made a reputation for himself as president ot the American Association of
The organization,
Baldheaded Men.
while national in Its scope, usually held
Its annual meetings In Connecticut,
and Oakey made speeches at these
gatherings which could not fall to
Impress one and all with bis mastery
of the spoken word.
In addition to heading the bald- heads of America, Oakoy has served
M
aa alderman In Hartford and as a
member of the school board.
One feature of Oakey's speeches
which has helped to popularize them
Is their
and him In Connecticut
brevity.
In addition to not having as many
r
opportunities for making
speeches as he would like, Oakey's life has beon marred somewhat by the
fact that he Is always being thrown where be is obliged to listen to music
and he was born without the slightest sense of tonal harmony. Music may
soothe the savage, but Oakey is no savage, and It merely annoys and
distracts him. What Is music to anybody cIbo Is to Oakey only a systematic distribution of needless noise. He dislikes It all from lullaby to
oratorio, and from ragtime to dirge.
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after-dinne-

QUIT MAKING

SPEECHES?

NEVER

Senator Martlne of New Jersey
dotes on making speeches. He Is free
to say that he would much prefer to
abandon almost any other vice he has
Adv.
rather than spoochuiuking. Last summer Martlne was one of a number of
HELPING members of congress who went on a
GOT
HIS
JIMMY
Journey to Hawaii. Part of their enWatched Beautiful Appetite of Darling tertainment there consisted of an Initiation Into a
Order of Haof Hie Heart and Suffered
waiian Chiefs. This initiation, which
In Silence.
was held on a lonely island, reserved
They were speaking of the trails and for that purpose, was a good deal llko
tribulations of tho man In love the lolnlng a college fraternity. Dignified
Other evening, when an appropriate congressmen wore no clothes except
story was recalled by Senator W. R. a modish skirt made of grass, and
were' put through various amusing
Oglesby of New York.
Some time since Jimmy took the capers. One feature ot the exercises
darling of IiIb heart to a restaurant, was an electric mat on which great
where It rost many plunks to chew, men were lnld full length, with hands
and although the dear girl had said ind feet tied, and blindfolded. Then
Peat Fine for Locomotives.
she wasn't a bit hungry, she hastily the electric current was turned on and
In Sweden experiments In the use of remarked chicken and all the attend- ill manner of grave promises were
from the victims. Uncle Joo
peat powder on locomotives of the ant glories when the menu card was
state railways have demonstrated that placed before her. And all that Jim- Cannon, Congressman McKinley, Senator Martlne and various other comeas heavy trains ran be pulled and as my could do was to watch her beauti- dians were among the number.
McKinley was ordered to promise that he would stump the country for
good speed bo made where this fuel Is ful appetite, and suffer In silence.
employed as where anthracite Is UBcd,
"Why, Jimmle," suddenly exclaimed Theodore Roosevelt In 1916. At first McKinley was inclined to demur at
according to official statement.
The the dear one, "you are not eating a bit this, but they turned on the 'trlcity and he promptly agreed to do as he was
statement declares that tho powder of this lovely chicken. It is simply isked. Uncle Joe Cannon refused to pledge himself to support the Democan technically, as well as economicalcratic tariff policies.
great. Won't you have some?"
ly, take tho place of anthracite as fuel
"Never," he Insisted. They Increased the flow of eloctrtcal current and
"No, darling," answered Jimmy, with
for locomotives. The railway direc- the best he could produce in the way le hastened to shout, "I promise!"
tors have derided to undertake the de- of a smile. "I have bad all I want."
The next man was Martlne. Thoy bade him to enter Into a covenant
velopment of this class of fuel by two
aever strain to make a speech In the United States senate.
"All that you want, Jimmy?" recompurposes
of
different methods for
"Nuh. nuh, nuh!" exclaimed Martlne, excitedly. "I'll never promise that."
"Why,
turned the other, surprised.
parison. Two experts have been re- you haven't bad any."
They gave hlra a series of severe electrical shocks. But Murtlne was
quested to give complete estimates of
"Yes, 1 have, dear," said Jimmy, linn.
the cost of prepnring a certain bog for with a sigh that came all the way
Nor would all the electricity at the disposal of his tormentors move
the manufacture of peat powder, to- from bis pocketbook. "The waiter Just llm from his purpose.
gether with estimates of running ex- banded me the bill." Philadelphia
penses, by tho respective methods.
Telegraph.
The bog selected Is said to be that at
Ilnnthupen, about one and a half miles
KE DISAPPOINTS MANY
Another War Hero.
from the station at Vlslanda, with an
Mrs. Peck The papers are full of
urea of about CUO acres.
Dr. Harry C. Frankenfleld, one of
deeds of heroism performed by men
tho chief foroensters of tho weather
for the sake of their country, but one
Tribute to Italian Workers.
bureau, Is a member of tho National
ltaliuns have made such remarkable never hears of a man performing a
Aero club. In splto of the fact that
progress in railroad work because deed of daring for the women he loves.
throughout the entire country eighty-fivHenry Peck I'm sure I did. my
they are willing to begin at tho botout of the hundred forecasts ot
tom. 1 hoy are not afraid of luinl worn dear.
the weather uro correct, it Is generally
Why, what brave
.Mrs. Peck
You!
and do not start in with the misconbelieved that Dortor Frankenfleld has
ception that they "know it all." They thing ilitl yon do. I'd like to know?
disappointed
in bis prognostications
Hetiry Pork Why,
er lot you
are naturally industrious and tempor-at'
more persons than anyone else In the
In thair habits and are sustained marry mo, d didn't I?
t L
United States, but the fmt remains
by a cheerful philosophy of life which
tho weather bureau saves the country
might well lie emulated in the country
From Different Viewpoint.
at least 1100,000,000 annually and that
They are Intensely
of their adoption.
"I'm so sorry you don't like my new
he is known throughout the world as
domestic and love ot home and chil- gown," said Mrs. (irowell. "Everybody
one of Its greatest meteorologists.
dren is their ruling passion.
else says It Is perfectly lovely."
The variableness of weather condiSuch men make good railroad men
"Oh, It's easy for others to pay comtions Is ono of tho stumbling blocks of
because they place a high value on pliments," replied Growell, "but I have
aerial navigation, and a comprehensive
human lifo and aro faithful and loyal. to pay tho bills."
study of Its fickle laws Is necessary to
Men who aro loyal to their families
every flier, but particularly to the one
aro loyal to their country. And thuse
HANDY HU8BAND
who must fly over tho sea. Hone It Is
Ilullnn railroud men huve shown their
easy to see why Admiral Peary wanted
loyalty to tho Stars and Stripes by Knew How to Get Part of the Breakfast.
Doctor Frankenfleld on the commisbecoming citizens of the I'nited
sion. John Hays Hammond, Jr., tho
States. Exchange.
prepare
I
can
one
dish
for
know
"'I
first advocate ot the aerial coast patrol for all roasts. Is young but well
bicakfast as well as any cook on known. Possibly above above all othera he has obtained control by elecShe Runs a Logging Camp.
my
husband ono morning tricity without wire connection of objocts detached end distant from the
earth.' said
lagging Is the vocation of Mrs. Flu
cook was 111 and he bad vol- source of the current's discharge.
His boat controlled from the Bhore withslo Pintte of Coos Day, Oro. Gloved when tho
get breakfast. He out pilot or rrew, his aerial torpedo and other activities are new war
and aproned, she Is on the Job from unteered to help
early morning till lute at night, for she appeared with his dlBh and I discov- factors which may revolutionize military methods.
Grapo-Nutwhich, ot
has found Hint when she wants a thing ered it was
dono well she ran do It herself. She course, was easy to prepare for it was
hires her own men and she "tires" perfectly cooked at the factory, but It
TEACHES BOYS WAR GAME
them herself. There Is no ramp that was a good Illustration of the convenabout
gets out uioro logs per man at Cons ience of having Grape-Nutimmedi"We took up Grapo-NutWhen
Hay than that of Mrs. Platte.
Washington has a unique "preMrs. Platte went to Coos Day in 1!'15 ately after returning from a five years' paredness"
feature In Uie school which
country.
sojourn
a
stom
Our
hot
in
she was cooking tor a camp. letter
has recently been started for officers
In
were
we
condition
achs
bad
and
this camp closed down. It opened
of the High School Cadet regiments.
again under new management with a were In poor health generally.
"In a day or two we liked Grape- - Lieut E. Z. Steever, U. S. A., who 's
new crew and took Mrs. Platte as
the voluntary instructor, Is careful
cook. After four months the camp Nuts better than any other kind of to keep all thought of war In
the backfulled. With the example of these two food on the table. We both gained ground, as far as possible, In teaching
failures Mrs. Piatte took the camp and steadily in health and strength, and the bojs. yet the lessons which they
and
ran it hersolf. She had profited by this was caused by Grape-Nut- s
are learning are such as will better
the mistakes she had seen tho men Postum.
qualify them to "do their bit" for their
ex"A
ot
friend
had
ours
simitar
suca
make and so her logging was a
perience. She was seriously ill with homes In rase the need ever arises.
cess.
Indigestion and could And nothing to At present the work is along theolines, conducting imaginary
at that would not give her heartburn retical
Will From Battle Field Valid.
troops over large maps; later pracespecially
palpitation,
and
at
night
The widow of a soldier asked advice
work la to be done in the Held.
"She found that a small dish ol tical Boys
of Mr. Fordbam at West London about Grape-Nutwho have "played" the "map
cream
with
a
made
her
her husband's will, bequeathing Insurgame" are enthusiastic over It They
supper
gave
satisfactory
and
s
her
ance to his mother.
claim It is more Interesting than checkAfter glancing at the documents Mr. comfortable night's rest In a short ers, chess or cards. Withal, they are
gained
several pounds la learning something;
Fordham said that In ordinary circum time she
not bow to be
stances it would not bold good because weight"
militarists, but bow to be resourceful;
'There's a Reason." Name given by how to be logical
it was not dated or witnessed. But a
and how to act
will scribbled on the Hold of battle on Postum Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
promptly. Lieutenant Steever Is also
A
akave
Bvr
the
nw
letlerr
pascrap
envelope
or
of
the back of an
appears from time la tine. Tkr? enthusiastic. Not only Is be greatly Interested In boys as boys, but he
per was TBlld. London Chronicle.
are
irae. Baa rail at fcaatae
ln.e i iri.t,er of the High School Cadet organization of Washington.

GIRL COULD
HOT WORK
How She Was Relieved from
Pain by Lydia E. Finkham't
Vegetable Compound.
Taunton, Mass. " I bad pains in both
sides and when my periods came I had

stay at
fer a long
to

1

V

J and asked my

'r.

mother why I waa
Mother
suffering.
told her that I suffered every month
and she said, 'Why

'L..J don't you
of

L

boy a

Lydia E.
bottle
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound? ' My
mother bought it and the next month
was so well that I worked all the month
without staying at home a day. I am
In good health now and have told lots of
girls about
Miss Cijuucb Moan,
22 Russell Street, Taunton, Mass,
Thousands of girls suffer in silence)
every month rather than consult a physician. If girls who are troubled with
painful or irregular periods, backache,
headache, dragging-dow- n
sensations,
fainting spells or indigestion would take
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a safe end pure remedy made
from roots and herbs, much suffering
might be avoided.
Write to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass. (confidential) for free
advice which will prove helpful.

I

it"

LIVER-GUAR- D
ReltmaTorpid Urtr.CovUpation, BitttrTuU, Bai
RretUi, N'tum, UiniiM, hilioune. KndtrM
DrowitaM, Inonmplatowi
BtookfM
Hlostine.
ud Colicky l'iu in Uw Ikiwrll, Rumblinf,
fftta wikr UN l int ud Mini buk, KegulalM Btk.

SAMPLE FREE
DR. BOTES,

ruffle BIINm.

Froc!.

S

To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
Pierce's Plmannt Pellets. They regulate
liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.

Broke Poor Father.
We got a piano at our

First

Kid

house.
Second Kid So've we. We got ours
on the insolvent plan.

FRECKLES
Now ! thm Time to Oet Rid of Ttaoo
Ugly Nku.
ot
There' no longer the Hthteat,
fpellnjr
th
turned of your frecklt-prescription
tremtb
ol hi n double
funrantued to remove tha homily pot.
Hlrrfrly set an ounce of othlna doabto
etrength from your druKfruU, and apply g
little of It night and inuriilng and yo
that vrn th tvorat frtrltlao
hould aoon
bnva begun to tliaupp nr. while the light
om-havo vanlahd entirely. It la ataldom
that more than one ounce la needt'd to eona
clear the akin and gain a baauttftal

b4
u

elt-n-

rompli-xlnn-

Hp an re to auk fnr the dnubl
vr en gift
guamnte
ad
othlnn, na tnla la mid und-money back If It fulla to remove freckle

Adv.

If you wunt anything dono well, d
It yourttolf. Tlmt Ih why most peopl
lunch lit their own JoUph.

iiii

It Never Came Back
Backache Sudorcr!
Thousands will
tell you what wonderful relief they
have had from Dunn's Kidney Pills.
Not only relief, but lusting cures. If
you are lame in the morning, have
headache, dizzy tpells and irregular
kidney action, don't wait. Use Doan'a
Kidney Pills, the best recommended
special kidney remedy.

A Colorado

s

lateral.

v

Case

Mrs. II. W. WTiKt-meytJ 8. Second
St., Montrose,
Colo.,
says: "I was afflicted
with a dull pnln in mr
back, extending: Into
my limbs. My feet
and limbs swelled badly and the physician
nld th symptoms

a tendency to

dropsy.
I felt ln-Riiltired and all run
down. Finally. I usd
Pills
Doan's Kidney
and they restored me
to s; o o d health. I
haven't had any kidney trouble sIdc.'

s

V

CaV

Poor Substitute.
"Mamma, won't you buy me a little
puppy dog?"
"No, Ethel. .You've got that llttla
kttten Aunt Mary gave you. Isn't that
enough?''
"No, mamma. I don't like Kitty a
bit. I tried to give her a bath tola
afternoon and she scratched me something awful."

t

s

timev

One day a woman
came to our boas

e

o

nom

from work and suf-

Cat Daaa's at Aay Stare, Ms a Baa

DOAN'S
URN

FOSTER-MIL- S

W-Ti-V
CO. BUFFALO. H V.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That's Why You're Tired-O- ut
Have No Appetite.
CARTER'S LITTLE

iivfrpiiic

Sswta

Carter's!

win put you right

thei,

of

111

Xy

HmiH

Cure Con
stlpation
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache)
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL

Genuine

must bear

PUCS,

Signature

GALLSTONES
r.nnn

Aold operations. imUIts raoMdr
kf Book ot I'm IS &ud Imu
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Jack Kawlitis, Dr. Simpson,
Jack Pritchett and A. E. Curren
made a flying trip to Hollene the
latter part of last week.
School will be out on May 19.
Mr. Bridges, representing the
W. C. Parish was on the sick
Western Newspaper Union of
list the first of the week.
Oklahoma City, was in the city
Miss Daisy Rainbolt has been ob business Monday.
on the sick list this week.

Local and Personal

For Sale
Ira Gibbs has sold his section
my rsnch I have
Having
rented
ranch near town for $12,000.
young wcr
of
spans
several
food
A movement is on foot to erect
bargain.
See
a
at
to
offer
mules
a small flouring: mill. More parCreamery.
Clovis
at
me
ticulars anon.
45-J. Frank Neel.
Mark Spears has returned
from California and accepted a
Notice
position with H. Bell.
building to be
High
School
Complete stock of well supplies
Bailey
Muleshoe,
built
near
Barry Hardware Co.
Plans and
County,
Texas.
The success of your flower
EDeeifications with all details
garden depends largely on the
be examined at the Black
can
appetite of your neighbors chic
Water Valley State Bank at
kens.
ReMuleshoe Rafter April 24.
A car load of Fords were re sponsible builders invited to
ceived by the local dealers. Jones make bids for the erection of
and Lindley last week and were this building.
Right reserved
sold like hot cakes.
all bids. For
any
and
reject
to
Paul A.
address
particulars
new
J. R. Walker purchased a
Texas.
Muleshoe,
couple
Sunday
a
and
for
left
car
(signed) Steven A. Coldren,
of weeks visit with his parents
Kansas City, Mo.
in Texas.
43
3t
bouncing big baby boy came

ACHES!
Aches are the father of
grouches.
Grouches produce ill tern-pand irritableness. and
these hasten you to your
grave.
er

2t

Cot-dre-

A

to gladden the hearts of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Singleton Welnesday
morning.

For a very little Jwe sell
remedies that kill the aches
as soon as they appear.
Is your health, your hap- pinen, your life, worth this
small investment?

The
City Drug Store j
The new store on South
Main St
Phone 162.

i

The Frenchman ia very fond of artichokes. One kind, the Verte de Provence, has
petals like a
rose In full bloom. The violet llatlve
de Provence Is a rare specimen of violet hue, having Its petals closely foldStruck by Lightening
ed into a Arm ball.
Henry Curtis, a prominent
Truffles are among the rarest of epitreasures In Prance. Dogs and
farmer residing south of Texico, curean
hogs are trained to scent out the
was in the city today with a tuberlike nuggets In their earthly covbandaged anatomy bringing a erings In the forests. For the truffle
tale of havoc wrought by lighten- is a fungus which grows underground
requires the scent of animals to
ing on his farm. In addition to and
discover It. Its growth Is rather a
receiving injuries himself, he mystery, In that science has yet disbad five horses killed in the covered little about it. In Perlgord
Saves You
Provence the custom prevails of
storm of Tuesday, They were and
Bowing acorns in an inclosed space,
all good animals.
the natives doctoring that when the
trees are big enough to shade the
ground the time has come for a crop
dandy Jersey
2 h. p gasoline engine, perfect
For Sale-- A
Ten thousand White Leghorn of truffles to be gathered.
condition.
First check for $25. heifer, ideal for town. Also
A violet truffle
the finest of all.
chickens, acres of them, literal456, City. some good milk cows. Cash or
It Is covered with polygonal warts and takes it. Address box
ly, are to be seen on a single Is found In Perlgord and Provence.
terms, J. II. Shepard at the
Good, old style Graphaphone
ranch near Tularosa, Otero When it reaches maturity In late auNews building or J. W. McBride
county, and the eggs they pro- tumn it puts on a black flesh of red and number of records $15. or
dish violet sheen and Ha odor and fla will trade for poultry. Box 456. at McBride's Studio, Clovis.
duce are shipped to Los Angeles, vor are as delicate as its covering.

Filling

Prescriptions
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Druggists' Sundries
Perfumes Toilet Articles
Candles, Etc.

For Sale
Five acre tract. Has 4 room
house. 2 miles from my store.
42tf.
Terms. -- A. J. Rodes.

We want your trade and you will
And our foods Just as represented.

City Drug Store
S. Main

Clovis,

St.

N. M

Frio News
Well I will come again
so long a time.

University Summer School
Lai Vegas, N. M.

New Mexico State Normal
Silver City, N. M.
For the above occasions a rate of one and
fare
the round trip on the certificate plan. For
dates and other particulars call at ticket office or phone 156
one-thir- d

will be made for

L. R. CONARTY. Agt.

High way Garage
New and Fire Proof
North Main Street
Phone 402

Full Line of Casings

and Accessories.

Jones & Lindley
Ford Agents
CLOVIS,

Money"

Everybody is busy around Frio

putting in their crops. Wheat
is looking fine at present.

NEW MEXICO.

night, which made everything
look fresh and green.
Ed Fahsholtz
who recently

married

Mitts

Eula Isham,

of

Shiloh, has finished building his
house.
Tom Clark went to Tucumcari
on business.
Ike Brown is having some

trouble with his windmill lately.
B. F. Freeman is going to build
an addition to his house soon.
J. T. Brooks put down a new
well and will soon have up his
wind mill.
Willie Fahsholtz
has been
breaking sod the past week.

Schlenker and Dave Stockmen who live across the line in
Texas have been trying to get
men to cut loco, which is quite
abundant this year.
John, Carl and Alma Moore
and Bertha and Willie Fahsholtz
have been attending the singing
school at Lincoln the past week,
going in the latters car.
Quite a number of Frio young
folks including Willie Fahsholtz
and Alta Isham, of Shiloh, attended the pie supper at Lincoln
Saturday night, also the big
dinner Sunday.
Wishing the News success, I
"Blondy"
remain,
Mr.

Grocery Prices that will
appeal to careful buyers
Our Aluminumware profit sharing offer
will interest the housewife.

after

We had a good rain Tuesday

I

n

Cal., and sold at a uniform price
of 60 cents a dozen the year
round.

When you coma to ni you have th
SELL YOUR HIDE to R. H.
We want 1C00 fat hens and
that your prescriptions
Miuranc
Morrow Hide and Poultry Co. will ba promptly and carefully com- will pay 12 cents per pound cash.
They bring the most mortey pounded with fresh, pure drugs. Clovis Creamery & Produce Co.
green. Located at McFarlin's
It
44-Wagon Yard. Phone 71.
We ftlse Carry a Complete Line ef

in

Artichokes and Truffles Ara Particularly Liked by the Gourmanda
of That Country,

Boys' Poros Knit Union Suits, short sleeves and knee
25c
length. Special at
- Boys' "Clalmers Poros Knit" Union Suits, the best to be
50c
had, all sizes, at per suit
Men's two piece poros knit Underwear, shirts and draw25c
ers to match, each at
Men's Palm Beach Union Suits, cross bar material, elas50c
tic back. Extra special at per suit.
in
one)
each
Men's "Seal Pax" Union Suits, (the new
garbeautiful
package,
paper
individual sealed waxed
$1.00
ments, each at
We are still showing some mighty good values in Men's
popular priced Suits and Trousers.
We have a few pair yet of Men's genuine Goodyear welts
$3.50
in vici and oristo kid Oxfods for Men, soft soles
Men's black or white Tennis Oxfords with black soles, all
......75c
sizes, at per pair

1

WeTake Special Care

Electric light globes and

Men's Italian Panama Straw Hats, in the season's best
$2.00
at each
Men's Panama Hats in staple and novelty shapes. ..$2.50
Men's Straw Hats for every day wear in several styles,
with eyelets, and leather sweat band in front, priced at
15c, 25c, J5c, and 50c
Boy's Dress Straw Hats, in tourist and telescope styles
25c to 50c
at
shapes, now on display

"The Store That

44-4-

hundred and twenty
attended the sale at
Payne's farm, southwest of
town Thursday. J. W. Hunter
was auctioneer.

Men's Sport Shirts, solid colors with contrasting collars
and trimmings, medium and large stripe figures, big selection to choose from, the shirt for the coming Beason.
50c to $1.00
See them. Priced at
$1.25
Men's soft brim Yacht Straw Hats at

JACK MAN'S

.

One
people

At JACKMAN'S

FAVORITES ON FRfcNCH MENU

wido-ope-

Paul Mersfelder was in from
his ranch near Ima New Mexico,
He reports everyTuesday.
thing flourishing in that section.
Car of barb wire and woven
fence just received.
Barry Hardware Co.
John Aherne and Miss Lennie
Fullerton were quietly married
Saturday evening by Judge J. P.
Noble.
R. H. Morrow Hide and Poultry Co. will pay cash for fat
Hens and Turkeys. Located at
McFarlin's Wagon yard. Phone
t
71.
sold his mail
has
A. L. Patton
which runs
north
business
routs
to a connection with the Tucum-car- In
line at Grady.
i

Co

Traveling auditor A. G. Whit
tier leic Wednesday morning
after auditing the accounts of
county clerk A. L. Await and
acting clerk W. C. Zerwer, the
former who he cheeked into
office on last Monday morning to
resume his duties as County
Clerk. Mr. Whittier in his re
port made public gives both of
fleers a clean bill of health and
conveyes the impression that
the report of former deputy au
ditors Kagel and Wooters made
prior to the time that "the accusation was filed against Await,
were not in accord with his findings in the matter of the accounting of public moneys.
Previous to the time of the first
auditing of the accounts of the
clerks office, Mr. Zerwer was the
deputy clerk and had supervision
of the books as district court
clerk. Mr. Whittier thoroughly
understands his business as his
report shows, which is now on
file in the county clerks office
and open to public inspection.

Swifts Premium Hams, per pound
Swifts Premium Bacon, by strip
Swifts Jewel Compound, large pail
Hercules Flour, per 100 pounds
Peaberry Coffee, 4 pounds
Rio Coffee, 6 pounds
Anchor Brand Peaches, per gallon
Anchor Brand Grapes, per gallon
Anchor Brand Plums, per gallon
Anchor Brand Apples, per gallon
Anchor Brand Loganberries, per gallon
Anchor Brand Blackberries, per gallon Anchor Brand Apricots, per gallon Del Monte Peaches, per can - 20cts. per doz
Del Monte Blackberries No 2 2 cans, per doz
Del Monte Loganberries, per dozen
Swifts White Soap, 7 bars 25cts, per case Cotton Boll Soap, 7 bars 25cts, per case

...

1--

2 lets
30cts

$1.40
$3.40
$1.00
$1.00
35cts
35ets
35cts
35ct
45cts
45cts
40cts
$2.25
2.50

2.50
3.50
3.50

Remember, we will GIVE AWAY FREE almost
anything you want in Aluminumware with each
30 day payment of your account. Ask to see it.

The Model Grocery
A. B. Austin, Prop.

Phone 29.
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CLE AM UP
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Be Sure to

Paint Up

Our First Class Rough Lumber and
Dressed Stock Will Be Found Very
asusiaciory lor Ail mnas oi
Construction Work.

A
i

Til V

TUP I

Part of the Clean Up and Paint Up Plan Is to
Put Your Premises in Good Repair.
i

........

ajtijX;

mm I

FIX UP YOUR FENCES!
n

i

iSiSfe7

after the

Ibi fell

Clean Up

AaSj

Paint

is

the best known

pre-

servative for wood and metal
and if you're prudent you will
use plenty of paint both inside

and outside your house.
Clean Up and Paint Up, Then

PHONE 277.
A.--

SEARSY.

G.

Phone 23

STOCK GUARANTEED

PRICES FAIR

Use Paint Made Especially
For This Climate

Oil Mops

Paint to last must be made especially for this climate. It
must be correctly "tempered" to withstand the dryness and
moisture, the quick changes in temperature and the varying
peculiarities of our climate.

and Floor Dressings to
luit all needs are to be
had at our store. Get your

Slogan of the

Just Now

Clean Up and
Paint Up
Campaign Mate
rials from us.

the Filthy Housefly

Protect

A FULL LINE OF SCREFN DOORS.

LONE STAR LBR. CO.
1

Buy Your Screens From Us
Yourself from

f

i

Clean

4

up-Pa-

is

up!

int

While the campaign of Clean up and Paint up on the outside
of your premises is on, don't forget the inside of your home

Mound City Paints and Varnishes

V

7

Cover most, look best, wear longest, most economical.

Lincoln Climatic Paints
stand this climate best. They are mi le an J tested for our
locality, each ingredient being proportionel ani ombined ia
such a way as to secure maximum durability and protection to
the suface to which they are applied.
Let us show you color samples and estimate
quanities required, whether you buy or not.

Kemp Lumber Go.

Phone
19

Let Us Supply Your Needs.
Phone

Alfalfa Lumber Go.
See our Refrigerators and Oil Stoves.

RT7
IOC

Lkx
301

Phone

30C

Make it a part of the Clean Up and Paint
Up Campaign on your own premises
There
.

Nasi

)VT?1

is

IOC

Phone 328

v

M
13
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Coverings

is satisfactory in range

of designs and prices.

Tell Us Your Meeds

We will also do your Painting.

BERT CURLESS
Billington was in from
his Havener farm Monday. Mr.
Billington has invented a weed
cutter which is Droving satisfactory. The machine is beinjr
made by local blacksmiths.
S. A.

W

1

nothing that

contributes so much to
the home at this season
as clean, sweet, invit
ing rooms. Our stock of

Wall Paper and
Other Wall

References: Any reputable
Business Concern in Clovis.

SAFETY

.

Contractor

Sidewalk, Pebbledashing,
Stock Tank and all kinds
of Concrete Construction
Work. Estimates cheerfully furnished on request

COMFORT

ECONOMY

Paper Your Rooms Now

HENRY BARRIS
Concrete

15.

Phone
254.

Fred Overton spent the weekend at Mr. Henry Miller's ranch
home north of town, and enjoyed
the occasion very much, or as
Fred puts it, "had the time of
his life.

We know this is the best
Oil Stove on the market
well enough to let you
have one on trial. Come
in and let us show you.

ri

OS9

i'he News Printing Company
Publishers.
J. H. Shei'ARD. Political Editor.
Entered at the post office at
Clovis. N. M. as second class
natter under the act of March

t.

1879.

.....

TERMS OK SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
glx Months

$1.00
60c

Demorrutic in Politic.
The News expects to soon install to its equipment a linotype
and a modern folder.
Clovis is going to have another
good live Chamber of Commerce,
with a real live wiro booster at
the helm. Now watch the "fur

fly."
For fine job printinir, bring or
phone your orders to the News
Prompt service and satisoffice.
guaranteed.
faction
Always keep in mind that the
News is the oldest established
paper in Curry County and has
the largest circulation.
The last two weeks have been
exceedingly good ones for the
real estate dealers who have
sold thousands of acres of Curry
County soil and the rush of
homeseekers still continues.
Curry county politicians

have
been whetting up their knives
for the campaign carving which
is to take place this fall. Unusual activity in political circles
has been noticed for a couple of
w

ceks.

As 1 was saying last week:
'He that hath ears to hear let
him hear, and he that hath eyes
to see, let him see." And somehow that reminds me that he
who hath a nose let him keep it
out of other folk's business.
Now I C8n scarcely conceive
of a more unsightly sight than
a noseless mug. And I can
scarcely concieve of a more detestable sight than a mug with
a nose always stuck in other
Some folks
people's business
find a positive pleasure in the
misery of their fellow beings.
They have a positive genius for
"nosing around" in filth or
supposed filth of their neighbors.
Nothing so delights these depraved vultures quite so much as
the diaqovery and exhibition of
the deflection of character and
and short comings of others.
It has been said that man came
from the tadpole. An unenviSome how
able origin I admit
I have never been able to find
any real pleasure in the, to some
thought
perchance inspiring,
that the tadpole may be my
great great grand dad or even a
cousin.
But one
thing I feel su re of. If man, a
real man, sprang from a tadpole
these folks with their nose constantly stuck in a real man's
business, sprang from the buzzard. I am sure the two did not
originate from the same source.
And in this I do find some com
fort.
Somehow I have always wanted to extend the glad hand to
the fellow who was down and
out, who had seen and was seeing the seamy side of life. Lots
of good in these chaps if one
will stir deep enough with the
finger of love to find it. It may
be more pleasant to spend jour
time with the ninety and nine
perfect sheep that are in the
fold, hut the gnarled and (lisfigured one th'ir is awuv from
the foM needs yeir he!p huto
i','
than ail the
it was very r,a:jhty in
to stray aw.iy but you know I
have strayed and everyone else,
but possibly you my gentle readerLet your judgment be
Don't.
lempereu wuii mercy
please don't "nose around" for
the putrid and block spots in the
character of the wondering one.
N. B. Continued next week,
if my brain and t pewriter will
both work. Come to New Mexforty-secon-

-

An article which recently ap.
reared in this paper referring
to the affairs of a certain county
orlicial. while, in many respect?
expressed, is
tiie sentiment
sanctioned by us, it did not in
some instances represent exact
ly our views
The article which
came to the cilice during our
absence was supposed to have
been signed by the author. In
the future we must insist that
all communications be signed by
the author, otherwise they will
be consigned
to the waste
ico.
basket.

.fh.-rs-

1.

-

-

It seems a shame that the
office of Probate Judge should
go begging for peoples candidates in such a large and prosperous county as Curry. Nobody seems to want the place
and the only candidates for that
office so far are those County
Commissioners Doughton and
Llder, who would perpetuate;
Many
themselves i n office.
people think that five years of
misrule is enough. Unless some
good democrat announces soon
the chances are that Curry
county will have at least one
socialist official.

The News is authorized to
announce
the name of R. B.
For Senator
(Ui.cle
Alderson for As
We ate authorized to announce s.s-o- r
of Curry 'ounty, subject
the name of L C. Mersfelder as to the ac'in of the Democratic
a candidate for the State Senate, Primarily
from Curry county, subject to
the action of the Democratic
The Net- - is authorized to
partv.
ce the candidacy of H. M.
Pvk of Tirndy, for the office of
For Treasurer
Tax Assessor, subject to the
We are authorized to annouce action of the democratic prithe name of R. E. Brown as a maries.
candidate for the office of Treasurer of Curry county, subject to Superintendent of Schools
the wishes of the Democratic
The News in authorized to anparty.
nounce m candidacy
the
Dii-k-

The quality of service rendered by
a bank is a matter of great importance to its patrons. It is our
aim to render the most efficient
service possible with conservative
banking.
.

for

Our old and established connection
with Eastern Banks enables us to
give you this service.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Roosevelt County Candidates

SUBMIT US YOUR

the name of W. C. Zerwer as a Superintendent of Schools.
candidate for County Clerk, sub
I
ounce as a canject to the action of the
didate for Superintendent
of
party.
Schools of Roosevelt County,
subject to the action of the
We are authorized to an- Democratic primaries.
Miss Sallie G. Bryant.
nounce the candidacy of A. L.
Await for County Clerk, subSheriff.
ject to the action of the DemoYou are authorized to ancratic primaries.
nounce my candidacy for the
office of Sheriff of Roosevelt
Coun'y subject to the action of
For Sheriff.
primaries.
The News is authorized to an- the Democratic
B. Hawkins.
Ed
nounce the name of S. D. Dean

None too lauge for our ability
None too small for our attention,

For County Clerk.
We

CATTLE

are authorized to announce

ht-re-

LOANS

demo-zrati- c

candidate for Sheriff of
Commissioner.
Curry county, subject to the
You are hereby authorized to
action of the democratic party. announce
my candidacy for
the office of County Commis
We are authorized to announce sioner of Roosevelt County for
the name of D. L. Moye as a precinct No. 1. subject to the
condid&te for
to the action of the Democratic prijflice of SheritF of Curry county maries.
Dr. John S. Pierce.
subject to the wishes of the
Democratic party,
Representative.
You are authorized
to an- the
lie rely announce myself as a muiiee my cnndidacy for
of
Representative of
candidate for the nomination of cilice
i;
'ountv.
to
the democratic party fur
of .Siiei iif of Curry county, the act n:i o: ;he Democratic
subject tii the action of thederno P'linarie
Coe Howard.
cratic party at the coming uri
Respectfully,
maries.
For County Clerk
Fred Fahsholtz.
I hereby announce my candidacy for the office of County
For Commissioner
Clerk of Roosevelt County, subWe are authorized to announce ject t o the action of the Demothe name of B. L. Hawk, of cratic primaries.
Grady, N. M. as candidate for
Seth Morrison.
Commissioner of Curry County
Mrs. W. F. Dillon went to
subject to the wishes of the Kansas City
the fore part of the
Democratic party.
week.
as a

1

',

e

Notice for Publication
07D21

WE WANT YOUR
BUSINESS

S.

J. BOYKIN. President

C. A.

A. W. SKARDA. Cashier.

SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

Jitney

and

Sprinklers

Lawn Hose,
Lawn mowers.

L. B. UREGG, A.

cars

are kept

'tfjU-A'
.
p.,
Ra XJJlt
I

V

r

HFIMTICiT
11J1

"flmiH.

MI-.X-

N.

M
who. mi Junrlilth. I'llmu.lu
F.nlry. No a:v.,.
for South cat 1. 1
;'"'""n:l T""","i N..
ri v... n. M. P.
1,1. ti
M.ridian.
,ce f In.
Ion I., make
Final lis.. Year I'lo.f.
t ,b',h ,!;,
in (he
I'm ul"e lie", rili. d. lafore W.
J. t'urien. I'. S,
u- ,
N.M.
111.'
I'll rli.V nf J ,, ,. I;.,,:
e,

HoiM.-t-

OtTW UppOMte P . U.

Phone 8!)
NhW
tLUVIb.

IMmrtmcnt of the Interior. It. ft. Land Olllc.
N M.. Af.nl. 7th,
l.l.i.
Nni,re.r,,.r.y,vl.n thatlwihal .Franklin.

T

nw

I,.

.

.,

.,,

regu-regul-

ar

Plumbing
Work...
For good, sanitary plumbing that will stand the test,
407

V. J. HIVELY
Let us figure on your work

,,

11

Stanley J. Clark

.;. I,.

Ml-

iroiel

I

LAWYER

K

Si.'

practice in all the courts.
Clovis,
N. Mkx.
Will

l

will be in Clovis on 15th, lfith,
17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose

and Throat and Fitting Glasses

Dr.J.B.Westerfield

'I Mir.

nil

i

M.

m ni1 in h

of

of 'lie
,n..r. New Me
M

.

F.m-

Notie,

of the firm of Dra. I'retley A Swearmain
of Koawell

r h

Notice for Publication
!'
at

D. D. S wea r i n g i n

It.'o

v.

,

ll.n.

lloine.l.

i

ii.
a.l

, :il.i

bei.-l.-

,,

IJ. S
Ai.nl

N
M..
No. nlnTlil.

J,,,..

.Hn,l

lllli

I'll, A.
V.

tlnrnnid.

lei on June 7. Ill :, made
f,,r Nnrtl. half, aerlion 3.

Tnwnahii.
S. Hii'iie '11 K, N M IV Meridian,
.,,
.
hna lilil 'io
o nt n
i i ,1 t
t in
year I'ro .f. to atuhlirh
to the land above
de rnl.,,1. la foie W J. I'urret.. I'. S. (Viminia.
aion. r. ut hKollie... i,li:lvi. N,.w Mexico, on
the 2!nh day ,.f
I'dii
Cliiiioiint inn
,h witneaaeti;
C. Mi lul l Tillman and William (I
Barnard,
both of Clovla. N. M iiml J. K. Ohr and Joha
8. Johliaoli h uh of II ivi her. N M.
A. .1 EVANS l!,.r ner,
Apr. 21 M.iv

Physician and Surgeon

Notice for Publication.

N'on call land
Department of th Interior. V. S. Land offlc
Office in Jackson Bldg.
llei.artrmcnt of tin. Interior. I' H. land nfflce at
at Fort Summr. N. M.. April, Sth. 1916.
FortSumncr. N M.. March. Itlh. f.'li-Notir ia hereby riven that Rachel M. Watann
Opposite Postoffice
Notice ia herel.v Riven
of ClovU N. M.. who on April, It. l!U(i. made
thai Klwrt W.
Office
of Tex,,-,,- ,
Kilter
231
2G9
Phone
New Mexico.
Residence
Homeatead Entry. No. n2l, tor W
who on
net lion
Aintuat.
tlih
mHllm
inn.
HonicMcal
Kntry
11 Townahlp I North. Range
Eaat. N. M. P.
No. IW.l for SW 1.4 See. U, and on
Meridian, ho Altai notice of intention to make
JuneHth.
191. made liililitional lomtelel Fntry
fimil five year I'narf. to eatabliah claim to the
N.
tlirr.1l for SK
P a tnwnahio IN. Kn K.
land above dcacrlhcd. In fore W. J. Curren.
N. M. V. M. hna lil.-- l nol ice of Intention!,, njakn
U. S. C'ommiawner In hia office at Clovla. N. M.
final tilt.-.!- . tear iir.mf to l ilahh.h claim In the
on the L" : h day of May. mil!.
LAWYER
land alaive ileHi'rdMM l.fore WiUuttn J
I'urrea.
Claimant name aa witneaaea:
IJ. S. r.iiiinna.'ioner. nt hlao''i,-u t'lovw. N. M..
Patrick Quail. J..hn Flynn. John. M. Varner Clovis,
New Mexico on
I'.lh day of Mav. tsl ,;.
Ihn
and Mnthlaa K. W Via all of Havener, N. M.
Claimant tiaine.t i,h h itne.- .,:
Anr. lt.Muv IV.
A, J. Kvana.
JoH4-.A. Snmh. Nathan I.. Tharii.
Fran U.
DR. H. R. GIBSON
Avery and Tth
all of T, ,,o. N M.
Notice For Publication
A. J. I.vir..-- It. niv,. r.
MI7.A i
Department of the Interior. II. S. Lnnd Office
a K ii t Sumner. N. M. March. :!". li'l'i.
Treats all diseases both acute
Notice Fur Puhli.-ation- .
Notice ia hereby given thnt Mary K. Watann.
Special attention
Noli coal laed.
of Havener. N. M., aho. on Junuaty 1.1 lulu, made and chronic.
of women.
Hnmeatcad
entry aerial no. OTi.lB for norlh-ca- t given to diseases
IVfartnient of I he In ler i ,r. I S. I.xnldrnce
quarter, aectinn 17 lownahl .1 north, ranire
ul Fort Sun
i. N.M. M,.,h.
i
.i ,,
.11
Notice H herein e,v.
E. New Mexico p meridian
examined
haa liM no.
that - ... . i: A.-- ..
ofTeXleo,
tico of Intention to make
N.M. (,., V ,
tlnnl five viar Office 103
2
North Mnin Street rth. ivi:', made
'
-ll..in.- i.
i:- n, oU'-uto .he ...nd ...,ve,ii
The News is hereby authorized acrihed
I I.
for
SW
,, SU
S., l,..t,
Office Phone 383. lies. 3W.
J. f'urren. I'. S. Tommi
l. v '..I...V
Townahip 4 N. ita,.,.
!
to announce the candidacy of jwn.-- r at hw office in nVia. Ni M
K f.
I.., mi
New Mexico notice of intention l
Clovis.
mKnal fire.,..,.,ar
Milton Reece for the office 0f '
I'riH.f. to eaUMI-- h claim , L- l.an l .iIk.vc do- Claimant name aa witneane
W .1 turieiacrilvil.
(
State Representative, SUbjeCt tO Fred RiL-- Jue.S. Fuller. Frank I.. On.d.
'omni.a am-er in i()il,., i,l CI .vih. N M
n l "f
N M
the 2'.'th day
the action of the Democratic IHiCly,,c
Ajiril.
of
l!'li;.
A. J. Evan, Kctriitar.
'
i
Claimant nana aa wltncaea:
of Curry County.
A,.r.7- - Mv. t

W. A. Gillenwater

..

Osteopath

patients

!:.

free

t

,,,

f

DR. L. M. BIGGS

Paty

Sanitary in every respect.
Baths. Join our list of
customers.

busy
and

Notice for Publication.

"''

that the name signifies

Cashier.

"plying" between Clovis

' ;"'"''

M. V. White, Prop.

phon

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

u

of County Superintendent
The News is authorized to of School, subject to the action
announce the candidacy of J. of the Democratic primaries,
Simpson Morgan for the office Jun- - 7. 1916.
af Treasurer of Curry County
J. M. Bickley.
subject to the wishes of the
Democratic party.

For Representative

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.
All

The
First National Bank

office

We are authorized to announce
the
name of Gus M. Bryan as a
Albuquerque. N. M.. April 25.
candidate
for Commissioner of
New Mexico's Republican dele
county,
Curry
subject to the
gation w ill go to the Republican
party.
Democratic
wishes
of
the
national convention uninstruct-ed- .
Political leaders declare,
We are authorized to announce
however, that five of the six
the name of Dr. J. D. Lynch for
delegates favor Roosevelt.
the office of Commissioner of
Curry
Cnunty, subject to the
Cash Market Report
action of the Democratic PriClovis Creamery & Produce Co.
maries.
Butter Fat, per lb
26 cts
" "
Hens
The News is authorized to an12 cts
2.1 cts nounce the name of J. W. ManBroilers...; " "
" "
Turkeys
12 cts ning, of Hollene, for the office
fcggs
11 cts of Commissioner of Curry county
doz
subject the action of the DemoFor Rent: Two nicely
l cratic party.
nished rooms,
at News
office.

)

an-no-

Teddy for President

fur-Cal-

Tucumcari has had several auto trade excursions out in the
north end of the county near the
the Quay County line, recently.
The object is to ask the people
of that section who have been do
ing there trading and marketing
at Clovis to change their place of
business. It would be a good
plan for Clovis business men to
adopt the same tactics before we
lose that trade which ordinarily
has heretofore traded here be
cause of the level topography
of the country and the better
roads. These excursionists who
meet the farmers, treat them to
cigar, envite them to lunch,
furnish them with literature
and invite them to call at their
places of business when in town.
Usually, a caravan of twenty
cars or more go on the trade
boosting mission.

For Tax Assessor

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Observations
(By Observer)

The Clovis News

Veterinary Surgeon

For Tax Assessor
The News is authorized to announce the name of Ambrose
Ivy as a candidate for
to the office , ofJTax Assessor of
Curry county, subject to the
action of the Democratic party,
i

The News is authorized to
announce the candidacy of W.
W. Mitchell
for Assessor of
Curry County, subject to the
wishes of the Democratic party.

Notice for Publication
Non Coal

Department of the Interior, U.S.
Office
at Fort Sumner. New Mexico. March nith Iftia.
Notice la hereby given that William G. Hahn,
of Texlco. N M.. who on March irtth l;il8. mad
Homeatead Entry. No. 0106311.
for North weat
quarter Section
and on Auiruat 18. I'JKI made
Addtkwial HomMtcad entry 'No. aWtM for the
northesat quarter. Section a. Townahip 4 north.
Ranare 37 eaat. N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notie
of Intention to make final three year Proof, to
MtahlUh claim to th land abor described, before W. 1. Curren. United State Commlaa toner,
at Cknria, New Mexico, on th 20th day of
May 1916.
Claimant pameaaa wltnanw:
y. Tip
Elbert W. Ri.rer. Frank !.
bham and John M KuaaelL. all ef Texleo. N. U.
12
Apr.
r.
A. J EVANS.

Ar

Phone

Clovis. N.M,

16.

Tip

Office Opposite PostofHice

E. M.

Chapman

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
New Mexico.
Clovis.

taf,.i:

,.(

N. M.
MI7-A2-

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon

klu..

Irham. William ft
and tieorae H. Hi.h,,

Kilera

r.

A. J. Kvatu, Kcxitter.

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior. US land office
at
Ft Sumner. N. M.. March llith. IH6.
Notice la hereby aiven that F.iiialmth
Ca.la,.y
widow of Michael Weia. decaa,
of Havener
N. M. whom October IS. I
made Hommtearl
Entry. No. 117144 fat SW
Sec It. T 4N.lt 94
E. N. M. P. M.. haa filed notice
at intention lu
mak final flv year proof, to
eauhluh claim to
th land above Jeacribed before W. J Curren
United Rut
Commlaaio rMa (ti laia
-- a.
Ckrvte. New MnxUro on th mh d&j of Mar
191.
nam,
Claimant
at wltntMaa:
Mathlaa R. Wet. John M v.-.- ..
i.
W. Horn, of Havanar. M u
i
u.,

...

of Clovla. N .M
Mar.

A.

J BVANS
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CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

&

THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40

J. Hobbs, Owner and Prop.

S.

Good. Clean Rooms and Beds. First Class
Prices Very Reasonable.
Dining Service.

&

J. P. Denny, N.

Erribalrner

r
W.

Phone

27.

West Grand Avenue.

YJ
ifeidr

No.

Broom Corn Brokers
Clovis Phone 302.
WAREHOUSES

1244

A. B. Austin, Prop.

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Prices. - - - Ca Phone 29.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Tueesday night
in Woodmen Hall.
Luke Morton,

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetables, Fish and Oysters in Season.

MARKET
WALKER'S
WALKER, Proprietor
J. R.

E. H. Robinson, Clerk,

C. C.

Fresh and Cured Moats, Fruits
and Vegetables

Clovis Council Praetorians

770.

No.
PAID FOR HIDES

PORTALES, - FARWELL.

-

The Model Grocery

Whitetower Lodge
W. O. W. No. 36.

HOUK BROS. Props.

MELROSE.

CLOVIS,

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.
H. Duckworth, E. R.
Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

Next door to McFarlin'a

MARKET PRICE

A. L. Gurley Go.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

Star Market
HIGHEST

J. Whiting, Secretary.

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Lem A. Wright, Secretary.

G,

Antlers Bldg.

Phone 32.

Clovis Lodae I. O. O. F.
No 31

Day and Night Phone

14. Both

A.

R. L. Pryor, W. M.

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Phone

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

at Masonic Hall.

G. V. STEED
Undertaker

,

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night

Clovis, N. M.

West Grand Ave.

The Curren Agency
INSURANCE

LODGE DIRECTORY

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

A

Fish and Oysters.

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendine. Re?
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

nice line of Pickles, Relishes and

DOttiea uoous.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
your
refunded"
or

money
BOOKS, STATIONERY,
SOUVENIRS,
KODAKS. TALKING MACHINES. INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS,

"satisfaction guaranteed

CUT GLASS,

IVOhY.

i nunc

x- -u.

Lit.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Telephone 58.

Free Delivery

TAe

ftoxaMl

II. DI
Pythinj?
Mli-ordered
!li?,
from
us
in
our
by
Parcel Post.
vVerlelivef
Vf,

i

CKU-OIt- l

H.

Store

ir

--

Ownt-t- .

tlic order amounts to one dollar or more, anrt cash is

sent with the onl

1

5.

STOMACH

TROUBLE

to come to Melrose next year.
Curry County Teachers
Meeting at Melrose Prof. N. C. Ferguson gave u?
a very interesting talk about
Saturday morning, April lfth,
Should a Teacher's Aim in the

the Curry County Teachers' Association met at Melrose to hold
their last meeting of the year.
Although the day previous to the
I decided to meeting was very disagreeable,
medletnea.
taking
other
Mr.
Eajwtty 4 Frfeai Tkeafht
for only a small
take his advice, although I did not havt accounting
number being present, the meetHmte ffaM Dia, Bat
any confidence In It
ing was a very enthusiastic one
I have now been taking
0m Helpd Hin to
and as the speakers were well
tsr thres months, and It has cured me
prepared on the subject assigned
RtcoTtrj.
havent had those awfcd tkk hssdachel them, discussed them very fully.
slice I began using H.
The opening address by Rev,
I an so thankful tor what
R. E. Stevenson was very helpful and enjoyed by all.
has dona for ate."
tfcai tram this Uci, Mr. A. J. HuhM
Miss Mable Boucher read a
Thedlord's
has keea"
vrttM as follows "I was 4owa with
most
axcellent paper on The
atofflack troubls br At (3) ytart, and found a very valuable aiedktas for
Duty to ;the Children
Teachers
of the stomach and liver. It
would havo sick kesdadw so Ud, at
and His self Improvement. She
Cmss, that I thought surely I would dia. la composed of purs, vegetable herbs, impressed the listeners with the
I tried dlflsrtat trestneats. bat they contains no dangerous Ingredients, aad thought that the teacher should
acta gently, yet surely. It can be freely be improving himself and giving
dM aot sem to do bis any gsod.
I got so bad, I ooutd sot ett or sleep, used by young and old, and should be sometime each day to thoughtful
study in order to be in sympathy
sad aO my Wends, txespt ens, thought kept In every family chest
with the pupils in his care.
Oet a package today.
would dia. Hs adTlssd ms to try
Prof. W. F. Osborne gave an
Only a quarter.
asd suit
Hied lord's
m able discussion on The Obligation
the Teacher Assumes in the

FIVE

FOR

.YEARS

Black-Draug- ht

Black-Drau-

Blsck-Draug- ht

Grades be Text Book or Vital
Facts. He brought out the importance of vital aims rather
than the text book.
How Would You Handle the
Bad Boys was discussed by W.
C. Tharp in a scholarly manner.
He brought out the point that
the boy isn't a bad boy but a
creature of environment and
circumstance.
At night the teasers were
pleasantly entertained by a program readered by the Melrose
It
school which was enjoyed.
training
the
of
careful
showed
pupils which made the taachers
feel like the profession was
worth while.

I

Seed Wanted

I

We are in the market

1

Btacx-Draicj-

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day l'hone 211.

UP-TO-DA-

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

PLUMBING!

TI'

plumber from
All work strictly guaranteed.

We have with us a
Roswell.

WE HULL THE LKADINli

firsl-clas- s

MANUFACTURERS

N.
Cahill Iron Wks.,
Kahler Co.

0.

(MM) US:

Nelson Co.,

SEE US AND SAVE MONEY

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Holton, Prop.

Community.
Mrs. Stewart's paper on The

Primary Teacher, Her Ideals
and Her Influence Through the
Grade showed thoughtful preparation and was further demonstrated by her work.
Teacher's Cottages were discussed by Dean Pattison and
others, everyone taking a great
interest in this new subject,
especialy the bachelors and
bachelor girls.
Next was the most important
part of the day, the sumptuous
feast which was prepared by the
ladies of Melrose at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. R, A. Crawford
for the benefit of the teachers,
directors and visitors.
We fail to find words to express our appreciation for the
courtesies extended to ui and
will ever look forward to the
time when we will be permitted

for sev-

eral thousand pounds of good
pure maize and kaffir seed hand
threshed. Will also buy some
2t
good millet seed.
Clovis Creamery & Produce Co.

Free Gifts for You
REO TOURING CAR
Model -- etc. etc. to be
given away aosoiuteiy tree on
July 3rd by The Daily News and
The Daily Panhandle of Ama-rillTexas, for a few moments
of your spare time. Write them
A
191t

S)50.

Your Bank Account
Will receive our CAREFUL and SYSTEMATIC
attention. You will save TIME. WORRY
and DOLLARS by placing YOUR

i

in our HANDS

ACCOUNT

WHY NOT BEGIN AT ONCE

?

Glovis National Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"
Capital and Surplus $35,000.00.

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
All Kinds of Transfer Work Solicited. STORAGE FREE !
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
Clovis, New Mexico.
P. O. Box 544.
Phones So and 152.

o,

at once for full particulars.

It

The

Central Meat Market!

Dies of Consumption

Houk, Keown and Wood, Props.

Mrs. W. F. Arrondale who has
been a sufferer from the great
white pleague, died Monday on
the east side and her body was
shipped to her old home tn

Fresh and Cured Meats
xtes of all kinds.
Fresh Fish, Oysters and

Stephenson Alabama, for burial.
Furniture and
Company had
Undertaking
charge of the funeral arrange-- ,
ments.
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CLEAN UP AND PAINT UP

I

Every Person in This Town Ought
to Help Movement.

Arrived

T

JUSt

Palnt-8h-

tak-

en up as tbe Clean Up and Paint Up
Idea. A great deal of credit Is due to
the originators of this movement for
it Is a good work and worthy of the
support of every man, woman and
child In the country.
There is only one poor feature In
regard to the movement unci that Is
carats for
carat to 1
from
there are too many people who have
not sufficient pride to keep up their
property all the year, but wait for
clean up time to do a year's cleaning
and painting, the same as some people wait for "Go to church Sunday,"
never thinking that they could "Clean
up" or "Go to church" at any other
1
time than that designated by the proOther Gifts for Graduation are
moters of civic Improvements.
Although the Clean l'p and 1'alnt Up
Idea Is tt ill in its Infancy, the movement has developed at a great rate
during the past four years. Yet there
are null many communities that would
prollt by joining in this good work.
Ours is one of them.
Occasionally one meets a man who
says: "I don't care whether the yard
is clean or the sheds painted. I have
New Gentlemen's thin model South Bend and
to live here and It suits me." Such
Scarf
Links,
Cuff
Watches,
Fobs,
Hamilton
a man Is wrong. It Is not only an
obligation that be owes his city, but
Fins, etc. etc. Nothing is as Suitable or Lastit is an opportunity for him to show
!
ing for Graduation as JEWELRY
his good citizenship as well. Why not
declare war upon all of the unsightly
things and use soap and paint as amWe will be pleased to have you call and see
munition?
the new goods.
Importance of Cleanliness.
The American people as a whole are
lovers of beauty, whether natural or
artificial. The attractiveness of homes
and yards Is Just as important as the
show places, such as the parks.
To make a truly beautiful town requires the cooperation of every Inhabitant, so when the Clean Up and
Paint Up week arrives In our town, do
not close your doors and sleep through
such a campaign.
The ways and means of promoting
this movement differ in every locality.
However, the fundamental requisites
We have literary
Havener of every campaign are similar. It reEnterprise Echoes
every two weeks on Friday quires plenty of good soap and water,
Miss Jennings, of Clovis, a
night.
We had a very good and plenty of good paint. The paint
Is essential and In buying your paint,
noted missionary from China,
crowd last Friday night. After buy a paint that will hold Its color,
lectured at the school house Sunliterary we had a pie supper for stick to Its job and preserve your
day morning. A large crowd
the Havener base ball team, buildings.
was present and everybody enPaint in Its various forms, Including
which brought $12.30.
varnishes, stains, enamels, etc., will
joyed the lecture.
Dewey Eshleman who is at- not only clean and beautify, but will
Mrs. David Mathews and little tending high Bihool
Clovis, also preserve whatever It covers.
son Robert, of Lexington, Mo.,
The first thing on your property
visited home folks last Sunday.
Is
that is noticeable to the passer-breturned home with her sister,
Bro,
Etchison, of Clovis, the fence. If tiie fence appears slovwho had
Miss Grace Lewis,
apenly, it detracts from the general
spent the winter visiting in preached at Havener last Sun- pearance of the entire place. By usgoing
to FertiJe ing a little bright paint you can make
day morning,
Missouri.
It appear as good as new. But paint
t
Valley in the afternoon and
Robert Berry, of Melrose, was
will not suffice. The weeds and
ning
to Havener Sunday alone
high grass that always grow along the
a guest at the Lewis home
night.
base of a fence must bo controlled.
McGee and family were When a person once sees how attracFrank
his fence and lawn can be made
The sale at A. Struble's Thursguests of Mr. and Mrs. W. tive
with so little work, he will continue
day was well attended and the
H. Eshleman last Sunday.
to take better care of his property.
everything sold at good prices.
The same will apply to the sheds In
Mrs,
were
Ross
Davis
and
Jack
the back yard. If the shed Is painted
Mrs. C. Zwissler is still slowly
married at the Davis home last and gives the appearance of being
improving.
Sunday evening by Bro. Etchin-son- . neat and clean, you will want to keep
up your back yard In harmony with
Mrs. Albert Walker and Mrs.
the sheds.
Lewis spentlone day last week
Havener Sunday School had an
Paint Will Kill Germs.
with Mrs. Holden.
Easter egg hunt last Sunday for Paint Is one of the most sanitary
Rev. Struble and Rev. Walker the primary pupils.
Hospitals,
products on the market.
hotels, schoolhouses and large buildpreached to a large crowd Sua-daings are ever watchful for new means
night.
of making their buildings more saniHill
Notes.
Pleasant
tary. That Is why they all use paint
John F. Taylor is going to oror varnish. Why should you not bo
ganize a singing at the school
Frank Martin must have some just
as particular In your home as
house Sunday afternoon, every- important business at Mr. Kays hospitals are?
body invited to come out and lately.
Think of these things when Clean
Up and Paint Up time comes.
take a part.
Joe Singleterry hauled some
ir the housewife cleans house, why
grain to Bovina last week.
shouldn't the town do the same? We
Fairfield Facta
W. W. Hungale, C. H. Delo-zee- r little realize what quantities of
length
will accumulate In
attpeople
ana I. L. Cone were in Clo- of time. CnrelesHnesB Isaa short
A number of our
disease and
I:: very contagious
ended the singing convention at vis Thursday evening.
the germs spread
rapidly and the most careful are
the union church Sunday. While
Last Friday wa9 our Patrons'
to it, once it gets its start.
a greater number met at the meeting. The discussion was on
Hon't lot your neighbor do it all.
usual Sunday School hour and the industrial work.
The people are the only ones who
a spotless town. If every
ran
had Sunday School at the school
debating
The P. H.
team had a it u ii make
would appoint
in bm' r a commithouse. After which, an easter local debate last Friday.
of one. with one object In view,
'eo
program was rendered by the
to t:ike cure of his own ptop- Nearly all the younj? people of and tin.!
rty. In- ilint we mean the alley l,ick
children. An egg hunt added
this community went to Lincoln oil Inn houtie and the street in front,
interest to the entertainment.
All report that tn and I.e. p t Hum five from all waste
Sunday.
Mr. Whitley and family have Sunday School
long to
h . It would
not (al
attendance
eiiaiige the appearance of the commit-niiy- .
moved to their, place.

But we still have Hats for Everybody
at every price from $1.00 up. We had
the largest stock in Curry county but it is
not exhausted. We invite your attention
to a special line of CHILDREN'S HATS.
New selection of patterns always on hand.

assortment of

Fine Blue White Diamonds
1--
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PASSED

HAS

Material! Rot and Rust
While Dirt Cause Dlteaia
In the Community.

movement started In the
FEW States
have been so readily

We have just received an

EASTER

Attractively Priced

I

Neither Did Easter Sales

Bracelets,
La Valliers,
Bracelet Watches,
Brooches
Rings,

Denhof Jewelry

re-tu-

y

rub-bls- h

e

111

:

small.
Mr. James of Frionu was

Mr. and Mrs. Jennings and Mr.
nd Mrs. Arthur Curry spent this community Sunday.
Sunday with the Douglass family at Muleshoe.
HNMI
T, A. Boone left Sunday for
Miss Lorena Connolly
2
points in Oklahoma, Arkansas
Teacher of Piano and Voice
and Texas. The object of the
(Graduate in Piano and Harmony
trip is for recreation and

suppose you think Havener
is a thing of the past, since you
have not heard from here for so
long, but it is still on the map.
The farmers are all busy list
ing, plowing and planting now.

Special prices for the next Ten Days on

Palm Beach Suits.
New Shipments Received Weekly.

3

at

1

Ladies' and Children's
Ready-to-wea- r
Stuff !

Company

at

Havener Happenings

prevent us from still having a nice line of

of Ma Conservatory, St. Louifi,
Vole student of E. A. Tauatiff
Muilcal Art Bids. St Lou la. Pupil,
tauicht frum primary court to
Artiit'a devree.)

Course for Music
Teachers. Latest Methods
Used. Music furnished for
all occasions.
Residence 108 S. Calhoun.
Special

ii:

1

-
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The remits would be so jrmat that
even the most sanguine would scureo-believe it. We should all profit
Ii.' the activity.
Act on the following

rules:

Make your home attractive.
Keep it clean.
Keep It In repair.
Keep It healthful.
Keep It livable.
They are simple. A little done each
day will make you happier, healthier
ind more content.
Vacant Lot Garden.
One of our Clean Up and Paint Up
campaign committees should get permission from owners to plant gardens
on vacant lots. Then organize children's garden clubs, which are so successful In many cities, town and villages throughout the country. Offer
for th" ';cr( rcgotnbloH ar.'l
ir!'
summer Ilowtvs

..Osborne
Ideal Hat Great Day
As per announement in this
paper last week, the people of
the Ideal community met for an
all day service Sunday. A most
excellent Bible school session
was held, beginning at 10 a. m.
with W. L. Bush as superintendent. This was followed by a
special Easter address by J. H.
Shepard. At the conclusion of
this address a bountiful feast
was spread. It was truly a
"bountiful feast." An immense
crowd was present, but after
all had eaten to their fill, there
must have been "twelve baskets
full" left over.
In the afternooi a special
Easter program was rendered
by the young people of the community. This was' one of the
best programs, rendered all but
ideally, we have heard in a long
time. Every one on the program did themselves proiid, and
is deserving of Bpecial mention
here, but space forbids.
Some ten or fifteen Clovisites
were present for the day and
Prof. Bickley gave one of his
characteristic addresses in the
afternoon. It was helpful and
interesting.
This community appears to
the scribe to be properly named.
If it is not "ideal" it is.certain-lapproaching the idea', materially, mentally, morally, it
seems to us.

Arthur

E. Curren

LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land

Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.
Office.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

j&

Wright.

Mr. Thompson, the boss carpenter, returned Monday from
Palomas Springs, where he has
been for the past year. He has
a claim near Black tower.

I

Clovis'

We have a good stock of all
kinds of garden seeds in Bulk.
Also seed corn and other field
seeds. Clovis Creamery & Prot
duce Co.
4"-2-

Newest

Store

Everything brand new just from the manufacturer. The largest variety store and the
most complete assortment in novelty goods
iri Curry county.

If you are looking for that small article of
"just what you wanted" WE HAVE IT.
The low prices too will surprise you.

Joiners Variety Store
L

BREAD
Often buttered, never bettered.
We would make it better but we

can't We could make it cheaper but we won't. How's a table
nicely spread, without a loaf of
A. C. Pappe bread.
Mad'j clean, baked clean, sold clean. Wrapped at the
ovens. Comes to you clean. Reduces the meat bill.

Clovis Bakery
A. C. PAPPE, Proprietor

West Otero Street

The Glovis Creamery and Produce Gompany
r

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Dealers in, Cream, Eggs, Poultry and Seeds.
Shippers of "Gilt Edge" Creamery Butter.
Farmers: Bring us your products and we will give you the Highest Market Price.
Merchants: The money we will pay the farmers for their products will largely go
to you for supplies. It will help every business in Clovis to a certain extent. It is
therefore to your advantage to help us sell "GILT EDGE" BUTTER. You help
us and we help you.

Clovis Creamery and Produce Comoanv
25 J. Frank Neal, Owner and Manager.

Telephone 77.

year of its business in Clovis indicates its importance to the
city. Mr. Neal authorizes the
News to state that the farmers
can rest assured that they will
the very highedt market
J. Frank Neal becomes owner of one of Clovis' get
price for their products and that
most important business Institutions.
he wants their business.
ffMr. Pattison will return to his
ranch
four miles east or the city
A deal was made the first of and dairying business and with
his energies to dairyand
devote
the week whereby J. Frank Neal competent help expects to put
ing,
stock
and poultry raising.
has become owner and manager out a superior product of creamhas
He
one
of
the best improved
of the Clovia Creamery and Pro- ery butter. Ht will also handle
farms in eastern New Mexico.
duce Company and has taken produce, poultry, seeds etc.
charge of the business. Mr.
No institution in Clovis is of
Neal has resided in Curry county more importance to the develop- Calamities Predicted
for about five years and while ment of a country like this as
for Clovis by Wets
extensively engaged in stock well as a necessity to town ' and
Fail to Materialize
raisinr and farming on his land country as a good creamery and
The CI' vis correspondent for
near town he has also been en- poultry establishment It is a
gaged for some time in the real source of satisfaction to the the Albuquerque Journal very
estate business. He owns seme farmer to know just where he wisely says:
of the best residence property will be able to market his cream,
Clovis, N. M. April 24. Clovis
on the east side and is a young poultry, eggs, etc. The sum of has now been a dry town for
man of hustling abilities. He 150,000 which was paid out by forty days, or to be exact,
also understands the creamery the creamery during the first forty-thre- e
days, the saloons
closing on March 10, but the
various calamities that were predicted for her by the antis, in
case the saloons were voted out,
have so far failed to materialize.
The antis were no doubt sincere
in their predictions, as many of
them had seen it tried before
and knew that in other places
when the saloons went out of a
town that town suffered losses
which years were required to
But Clovis seems to
overcome.
have been an exception to the
general rule. Business men report a good trade in all lines,
some of them, in fact, showing
an increase over a year ago.
will
The buildings formerly occupied
by the saloons are rapidly filling
up with other lines of business,
houses for rental purposes are
in demand daily, notwithstanding
the fact that many new
updwellings are under construction
and probably fifty have been
office
on
built during the past six mon'.hs.
nly two
The officers report
drunks arrested since the saloons
closed,
and only one case of
bootlegging has come to their
attention.
Of course there was somewhat
a lull in business during
of
-- CALL A- TMarch, after the saloons closed.
But this is generally attributed
to the smallpox epidemic, which
struck the town as the saloons
went out of existence, but which
has now been stamped out.
Owing to the exaggerated reK. D. SHUMATE
D. H. EYER
ports that were sent out regarding the smallpox situation, hundreds of people remained away
from Clovis. So what lull there
GENERAL CONCRETE WORK
was in business it is generally
conceded to be chargeable to the
SIDEWALKS, FLOORS, FOUNDATIONS
latter, and not, in any great deSTUCCO
gree, at least, to the closing of
the saloons.
Honest work and a Guarantee back of Every Job.
Let us furnish an estimate on your work
Cedar posts, as straight a a
gun
M.
N.
barrel.
Clovis,
Phone 19.
n.iiaiia L,or. i,o.

Do you want some real good
Osteopathic treatment will
R. H. Morrow Hide and Poulextra high grade Hereford and cure any case of Rheumatism try Co. will pay cash for fat
Durham cows just the money that is cureable. It benefits the Hens and Turkeys Located at
kind? Then see me at once. worst cases.
tf McFarlin's Wagon yard. Phone
Cash or terms, price is the same.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
71.
t
Ten per cent. J. H. Shepard.
Clovis office News Building.
The b?Bt in oil stoves. L?t ua
m
a

CLOVIS CREAMERY AND
PRODUCE COMPANY SOLD

44-4-

Hoes, Rakes and Garden Tools' 5
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BEST TONSORIAL WORK

show you.

HI

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.

AT THE

Clovis Barber Shop

See us at on eel

Crane & William?, Props.
Oldest established shop in the
city
Baths always ready.

The
Co.
Mortgage
Union
Ut JIJI J Jt
J J JUS JJJ
J

II

I

I
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I

II

dlery, See
S.

Clovis,

J. BOYKIN,
New Mexico.
Mlfipd.

Do You Read Our

Advertisements ?

fat

We are going to use this space regular each week to convey a message to
you. Read them, you may find something
that will be of interest to you, and it may
do us both some good. We want your
banking business; we want to show you
how nice we can treat you' We want to
help you make money and improve your
business, your farm, your home, and incidentally improve the town and community. You are welcome in our bank we
want to know you. Come in and take a

hogs at any time.
We
have purchased a gathering
pen near the stock yards in
Clovis and by this means
be able to receive hogs
any day in the week. We

intend paying the highest
market price and insist
you calling at our

before selling.

Doughton & Nichols

look at our equipment.
Our Specialty, Cattle Loans.

The CASH SHOE STORE

.The...

EYER & SHUMATE

Gitizens Bank of Glovis
S. A. JONES, Cashier.

88-t- f

;

z

TT

For S. D. Myers Saddles,
Sweetwater, Texas Sad-

"SAFETY FIRST"

FATtfHOGS

We will buy your

tmv u

Money! Money!;

THE CLOVIS NEWS
singed off. About bla bead was
bloody bandage, and bis clotheo wert
nuny. tie iota me ne naa neen cruei
ly beaten by prowlers, and that his
brother bad been killed tbe previous
night, In the defense of their dwelling.
"Midway across the campus, be
pointed suddenly to Mrs. Swinton's
face. The unmistakable scarlet was
there. Immediately all tbe other women set up a screaming and began to
run away from her. Her two children
were with a nurse, and these also ran
with the women. But ber husband,
Doctor Swlnton, remained with ber.
" 'Go on, Smith,' he told me. 'Keep
an eye on the children. As for me, I
shall stay with my wife. I know she
Is as already dead, but I can't leave
her. Afterward, if I escape, I shall
come to the Chemistry building, and
do you watch for me and let me In.'
"I left him bending over his wife
and soothing her last moments, while
I ran to overtake the party.
We were
the last to be admitted to the Chemistry building. After that, with our automatic rifles we maintained our isolation. By our plan we had arranged
for a company of sixty to be in this
refuge. Instead, every one of the number originally planned had added relatives and friends and whole families
until there were over four hundred
souls. But the Chemistry building was
large, and, standing by itself, was In
no danger of being burned by the
great fires that raged everywhere in
the city.
"A large quantity of provisions had
been gathered, and a food committee
took charge of it, Issuing rations dally
to the various families and groups that
arranged themselves into messes. A
number of committees were appointed,
and we developed a very efficient organization. I was on the committee of
defense, though for the first day no
prowlers came near. We could see
them In the distance, however, and by
the smoke of their fires knew that
several camps of them were occupying
the far edge of the campus. Drunken
ness was rife, and often we heard
them singing ribald songs or insanely
Bhoutlng.
While the world crashed to
ruin about them and all the air was
filled with the smoke of Its burning,
these low creatures gave rein to their
bestiality and fought end drank and
died. And after all, what did It matter? Everybody died anyway, the
good and the bad, the efficient and
the weak, those that loved to live
and those that scorned to live. They
passed. Everything passed.
"When twenty-fou- r
hours had gone
by and no signs of tbe plague were
apparent, we congratulated ourselves
and set about digging a well. You
have seen the great Iron pipes which
In those days carried water to all the
city dwellers.
We feared that the
fires in the city would burst the pipes
and empty the reservoirs. So we tore
up the cement floor of the central
court of the Chemistry building and
dug a well. There were many young
men, undergraduates, with us. and we
worked night and day on the well.
And our fears were confirmed. Three
hours before we reached water, the
pipes went dry.
"A second twenty-fou- r
hours passed,
and still the plague did not appear
among us. We thought we were
saved. But we did not know what I
afterward decided to be true, namely,
that the period of the incubation of
the plague germs in a human body
was a matter of a number of days. It
slew so swiftly when once It manifested Itself thnt we were led to believe Hint the period of incubation was
equally swift. So, when two days had
left us unscathed, we were elated with
the Idea that we were free of the contagion.
"Hut the third day disillusioned us.
1 can never forgpt the night preceding
It. I had charge of tho night guards
from eight to twelve, and from the
roof of the building I watched the
passing of all man's glorious works.
So terrible were the local conflagrations that all the sky was lighted up.
One could read the finest print In the
All the world seemed
red glare.
San FranciBco
wrapped In flames.
spouted smoke and Are from a score
of vast conflagrations that were like
so many active volcanoes. Oakland,
Sun I.enndro, Hnywards al! were
burning; and to the northward, clear
to Point Richmond, other fires were at
specwork. It was an
tacle. Civilization, my grandsons, civilization was passing In a sheet of
flame and a breath of death. At ten
o'clock that night, the groat powder
magazines at Point Pinole exploded In
rapid succession. So terrific were the
concussions that the strong building
rocked as In an earthquuke, while every pane of glass was broken. It was
then that I left the roof and went
down tho long corridors, from room to
room, quieting the alarmed women and
telling them what bad happened.
I

JACK LONDON
CHAPTER III

Continued.

5
am ahead of my story.

When
"But
tbe great exodus from the cities around
San Francisco bay began, and while
tbe telephones were till working, I
talked with my brother. I told him
this flight from the cltlea was insanity, that there were no symptoms of
the plague in me, and that the thing
for us to do was to Isolate ourselves
und our relutlves In some safe place.
We decided on the Chemistry building, at the university, and we planned
to lay In a supply of provisions, and
by force of arms to prevent any other
persons from forcing heir presence
upon us after we bad retired to our
refuge,
"All this being arranged, my brother begged me to stay In my own
house for at least twenty-fou- r
hours
more, on tbe chance of the plague developing In me. To this I agreed, and
be promised to come for me next day.
We talked over the details of tbe provisioning and the defending of tbe
Chemistry building until the telephone
died.
It died In the midst of our
conversation. That evening there were
no electric lights, and I was alone in
my house In the darkness.
No more
newspapers were being printed, so I
had no knowledge of what was taking
place outside. I heard sounds of rioting and of pistol shots, and from my
windows I could see the glare on the
sky of some conflagration in the direction of Oakland. It was a night of
terror.
did not sleep a wink. A
man why and how I do not know
was killed on the sidewalk in front
of the house. I beard tbe rapid reports of an automatic pistol, and a few
minutes later the wounded wretch
crawled up to my door, moaning and
crying out for help. Arming myself
with two autoniHtlcs, I went to blm.
By the light of a match I ascertained
that while he was dying of the bullet
wounds, at the same time the plague
was on him. I fled Indoors, whence I
heard him moan and cry out for half
an hour longer.
"In tbe morning my brother came
to me. I had gathered into a handbag what things of value I proposed
taking, but when I saw bis face I
knew that he would never accompany
me to the Chemistry building.
Tbe
plague was on him. He Intended shaking my hand, but I went back hurriedly before him.
' " 'Look at yourself In tbe mirror,'
I commanded.
'"My God!' he said. 'I've got it.
Don't come near me. I'm a dead man.'
"Then the convulsions seized blm.
He was two hours In dying, and was
conscious to the laBt, complaining
about the coldness and loss of sensation in bis feet, his calves, his thighs,
until at last It was his heart and he
was dead.
"That was the way the Scarlet Death
lew. I caught up my handbag and
fled. The sights in the streets were
terrible. One stumbled on bodies
everywhere. Some were not yet dead.
And even as you looked you saw men
sink down with the death fastened
upon them. There were numerous
fires burning in Berkeley, while Oakland and San Francisco were apparently being swept by vast conflagrations.
The smoke from the burning
filled the heavens, so that tho midday
was a gloomy twilight, and, in the
shifts of wind, sometimes the sun
hone through dimly, a dull red orb.
Truly, my grandsons, It was like the
last days of the end of tbe world.
"There were numerous stalled motor
cars, showing that the gasoline and
the engine supplies of the garages had
given out. I remember one such car.
A man and a woman lay back dead In
the Keats, and on the pavement near
It were two more women and a child.
Strange and terrible sights there were
on every hand. People slipped by silently, furtively, like ghosts white-facewomen carrying Infants In their
arms; fathers leading children by tho
hand; singly, and In couples, and in
families all fleeing out of the city
of death. Some carried supplies of
food, others blankets and valuables,
and there were many who carried
nothing.
"There was a grocery store a pluce
where food was sold. The man to
whom It belonged I knew him well
a quiet, sober, but stupid and obstinate
fellow, was defending It. The windows and doors had been broken in,
but he, Inside, hiding behind a counter, was discharging his pistol at a
number of men on the sidewalk who
were breaking In. In the entrance
were several bodies of men, I decided, whom he had killed earlier In the
day. Even as I looked on from a distance, I saw one of the robbers break
the windows of an adjoining store, a
place where shoes were sold, and deliberately set fire to it. I did not go
to tbe grocnryman's assistance. The
time for such acts had already passed.
Civilisation was crumbling, and It was
each for himself.
"I went away hastily, down a cross
street, and at tbe first corner I saw
Two men of the
another tragedy.
working class had caught a man and
woman with two children, and war
1

1

d

robbing them. I knew the man by
sight, though I bad not been introduced to him. He was a poet whose
verses I had long admired. Yet I did
not go to his help, for at the moment
I came upon the scene there was a
pistol shot, and I saw him sinking to
the ground. The woman screamed,
and she was felled by a fist blow by
one of the brutes. I cried out threateningly, whereupon they discharged
their pistols at me, and I ran away
around the corner. Here I was blocked
by an advancing conflagration.
Tbe
buildings on both sides were burning,
and the street was filled with smoke
and flame. From somewhere In that
murk came a woman's voice calling
shrilly for help. But I did not go to
her. A man's heart turned to Iron
amid such scenes, and one beard all
too many appeals for help.
"Returning to the corner, I found
the two robbers were gone. The poet
and his wife lay dead on tho pavement. It was a shocking sight. The
two children had vanished whither I
could not tell. And I knew, now, why
it was that the fleeing persons I encountered slipped along so furtively
and with such white faces. In the
midst of our civilization, down In our
slums and labor ghettos, we had bred
a race of barbarians, of savages; and
now, in the time of our calamity, they
turned upon us like the wild beasts
they were and destroyed us. And they
destroyed themselves as well. The
inflamed themselves with strong drink
and committed a thousand atrocities,
quarreling and killing one another In
the general madness. One group of
worklngmen I saw, of the better sort,
who had banded together, and, with
their women and children In their
midst, the sick and aged In litters
and being carried, and with a number
of horses pulling a truckload of provisions, they were fighting their way
out of the city. They made a fine spectacle as they came down the street
through the drifting smoke, though
they nearly shot me when I first appeared in their path. As they went
by, one of their leaders shouted out
He
to me in apologetic explanation.
said they were killing the robbers and

All Fleeing Out of

the

City of Death.

looters on sight, and that they had
thus banded together as the only
means by which to escape the prowlers.
"It was here that I saw for the
first time what I was soon to see so
often. One of the marching men hsd
suddenly shown the unmlstakuble
mark of the plague. Immediately those
about him drew away, and he, without
a remonstrance, stepped out of bis
place to let them pass on. A woman,
most probubly his wife, attempted to
follow blm. She was leading a little
boy by the hand.
Hut the husband
commanded her sternly to go on, while
laid
others
bands on her and restrained her from following him. This
I saw, and I saw the man also, with
his scarlet blaze of face, step Into a
doorway on the opposite side or the
street. I heard the report of bis pistol, and saw blm sink lifeless to the
ground.
"After being turned aside twice
again by advancing fires, 1 succeeded
In getting through to the university.
On the edge of the campus I came upon a party of university folk who were
going In the direction of the Chemis
try building. They were all family,
men, and their families were with
them, including the nurses and the
servants. Professor Badminton greeted me, and I bad difficulty In recognizing him. Somewhere he had gone
through flames, and his beard was
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Remembered Toast.
1 was In Washington
at
a dinner given by Senator Dawson of
of
Georgia, writes a correspondent
the New York Sun. A number of
guests were presont, among them being the noted actor, James A. Murdoch. Toasts were given, and the
host requested that Murdoch recite
toast,
Richard Hrinsley Sheridan's
vis.:
In
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about them.

By W. U M'ATfcE.

IRD lovers throughout the
land are seeking ways and
means of Increasing the
number of birds and of attracting them to tbe vicin
ity of homes.
While the
basis for this movement is
in part esthetic, to no small
degree such efforts are
based on a growing appre
7
ciation of tbe usefulness of birds as
insect destroyers.
The increase of In
terest In wild birds throughout the
United States duriug the past decade
has been phenomenal, and organiza
tions having for their chief object the
care and protection of birds are num
bered by hundreds, If not thousands.
Civic leagues and women's clubs have
been especially active In attempts to
attract birds to city parks and suburbs
with a view to bringing wild life to
the doors of those denied the prlv
I'cge of knowing It In wilder districts.
Food supply is the vital factor In
bird life and the most Important
single offering we can make In our
efforts to attract birds. It Is Impor
tant to note that an ample supply of
food prior to and during the nesting
season tends to Increase the number
of eggs laid and also the number of
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point about a building or strung
upon a wire or other support on
which It may be run back and forth.
The last device Is useful in accustoming birds to feed nearer and nearer
Feeding Stick.
a comfortable observation point. A
fault with food shelves Is that wind ashes and box elders. The winged
and rain may sweep them clean and fruits of these Irons are opened and
snow may cover the food. These de- - the seeds eaten by pine and evening
grosbeaks, the visits of these blrdi
being largely regulated by tbe supply
of this kind of food. Larches, pines,
and other conifers are attractive to
crossbills as well as to some of tbe
species just mentioned,
lllrds devour cultivated fruit principally because the processes of cultivation diminish the wild supply. The
presence of wild fruit in a locality
always serves to protect domestic varieties, especlully when the wild trees
or shrubs are of the same kind as tbe
cultivated ones and ripen earlier.
Tbe following shrubs may be planted
for tho use of the birds for tbe protection of cultlvuted fruits:
Food Hopper With Detachable Roof.
Wild strawberry, wild blackberry,
wild pepper, rod and white mulberry,
fects may bo obviated In part by add- Juneberry, wild red, Japanese, Bar
ing a raised ledge about tbe margin gent
and Malmleh rherry, fly honey
or by placing the shelf In the sheltor
of a wall or shielding It with evergreen branches on ono or more sides.
Feeding devices not affected by tbe
weather are preferable. An excellent
one Is a cocoanut with a hole bored In
one end.
The cavity Is tilled with
chopped suet and nuts or other food
mixture, and the nut is suspended by
a wire from a limb. Tbe size of the
bole regulates the charactor of the
guests; if small, large birds cannot
gobble the supply, and the cocoanut
meat as well as the stuffing is eaten.
Cans with small openings may be
substituted for cocoanuts. Food bas
kets of any desired slzo made of wire
netting or a metal grating may be
hung up or fastened to the trunk of a
tree.
Food mixtures In melted fat
may be poured Into holes made In a
branch or piece of timber or In cracks
of bark or over evergreen branches.
All of those devices minimize or obviate the disturbing effects of stormy
Food House on Pivot.
weather.
Game birds and sparrows may be sucklo, red berried elder,
provided with feeding plncos by erect pear and rrabapplo.
Although a considerable number ol
ing low hutches or making wigwam- our native birds build their nests on
tbe ground, the majority place them
In trees or shrubs, either in holes oi
on the limbs or In crotches. Shrub
bory and trees for nesting sites, there
fore, are essential for niukiug a plnct
attractive to birds, and a double pur
poso Is served if the kinds planted
are chosen from the list of frult hear
lug speclcB
given. Khrubi
should ho allowed to form thickets
and should be pruned back severely
when young so as to producu numerous crotches.
The most common errors in putting
out bird houses are choosing pool
locations and supplying too muny
boxes. A bird house In a bald, glaring
location Is not nearly so likely to at
tract tenants as ono In n partially
shnded place, mart ins, only, prefei
a house stnmllng opart from trees
Food House.
Entrances to boxes should he i
like shocks of corn or grain sheaves
under which food may hn scattered.
The opening should bo to the south.
Those who desire to have birds
about their bomes should not feel
that their power to attract them Ib
gone when winter Is over. Wlntur
feeding easily passes Into summer
feeding, and experience proves that
some birds gladly avail themselves
throughout tho year of this easy mode
of getting a living.
We have thus far considered ways
of feeding birds titbits we ourselves
have gleaned. We may feed them by
another method, by cultivating their
natural food plnnta and allowing them
to reap the harvest In their owr way.
Less has been done In this Uspect
birds than for
for the true
those fond of pulpy fruits. The reason in obvious, however. Our
birds largoly patronize weeds.
wbich we do not wish to cultivate,
while the fruit eaters depend upon
Food Shell.
many plants which we hold in such
esteem for their ornamental value tered by projecting roors and shoulo
that they are generally cultivated.
face away from the prevailing wind
Something can be dono to attract and rain storms.
the seed eaters about our homes.
If We WOUld nrotCrt irnnnil.nnilln- however. A number of commonly birds, as bobolinks, meadow larks and
cultivated plants, belonging to the bobwhltes, grass In the nesting Holds
same groups as those upon which the must not b cut during the breeding
birds feed extensively in nature, pro- - season.
silky-leave-

Cocoanut Larder.
brood In a season.
Bird food may
b- - supplied
In two ways by planting
trees, shrubs and herbs which produce seeds or fruits relished by birds,
and by exposing food in artificial devices. The most familiar phase of tbe
latter method is winter feeding.
During the season when the natural
food supply Ib at its lowest ebb birds
respond most readily to our hospitality. Winter feeding has become very
popular, and the result has been to
bring about better understanding be
tween birds and human kind.
The winter foods commonly used
Includo sunt or other fnt, pork rinds,
bones with shrods of meat, cooked
meats, worms, cut up apples, bird
seed, buckwheat, crackers, crumbs,
cocoanut meat, cracked corn, broken
dog biscuits or other bread, hemp
soed, millet, nut meats of all kinds
(especially peanuts), whole or rolled
oats, peppers, popcorn, pumpkin or
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(TO UK CONTINL'KD.)

duce good crops of seeds Tbe height
and stiffness of stalk of varieties of
sorghum should make these abundant
seeders valuable in winter. Japanese
millet holds It seeds well. and. if
planted thickly where It can grow up
through a horizontal lattice work,
makes a valuable cover and feeding
place for winter birds. Canary grass
and various species of Pennlsetum
birds.
also are good for
Alders and birches bear In their
numerous cones a supply of seeds
which are eagerly sought for by redpolls, siskins and goldfinches during
the winter. We can cater to still
another group of birds by planting

iilri-ud-

.

seed-eatin-

seed-eatin-

Food

Tray.

squash seeds, raw or boiled rice, sunflower seeds, and wheat.
Tbe methods of making these supplies available to birds are as varied
as the dietary Itself. A device very
commonly uied Is the food tray or
shelf. This may be put on a tree or
pole, by a window or at some other

Tbe dissatisfaction of the railroad
companies In the United States with
the psyments made .o them by the
The price of sugar was recently
government
for mall haulage. Is as
Hungary.
In
cent
per
25
The World:
small, nothing compared to the attitude of
The srmy of Monaco, though
We came into It, naked and bare;
peace limes, the British railroad companies. The
We go through it with sorrow and care; was resplendent during
discovWhen we die, we go, God knows where; but now that war la under way It has British post office department
ered that for short haulage, up to
If we are thorounhbreds here.
dlSSOIVeO DBCBUHO lllT iiiw.l.-.- u
been
We'll be thoroughbreds there;
,mMinri It- hava all about 12G miles, the motor truck or
al soldiers wuu vuuir-- ".
If we are srnundreli here.
and are fighting un- - tractor la far cheaper and better than
home
called
We'll be scoundrels tnere.
been
. -- - jnlnM a I ha the railway. For this reason the great
.
or
unwaa
Frencn
recited with bis
Tbls toast
derrthel
or
drawn up in toe bill': of British mall transfer over disbe,
nay
elocutionary
power
and case
surpassed
tne iron- - tances within 115 miles Is now made
guarding
contingent
memory
graceful manner, and left a
Swiss
wltb trucks.
tier
that bas been with me for years.
1
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MEN AND MATTERS
Royalties In the Gorman army cannot wear mufti without tbe permission of the kaiser.
it Is said that President Wilson
great faith In dreams as revelations bas
of
future events.
The Duke of Devonshire Is one of
the best Judges of green crops In England.
Great philosophers and statesmen
have been noticed to have large and
sloping ears.

THE CLOVIS NEWS

PROSPERITY

FRENCH

CAUDA

FIGHT UNTIL THEIR

GUNNERS

LAST SHOT. THEN BLOW UP PIECES
r

900

cut to pieces. 1 assure you that tDuse
of ours whom we left behind were am
ply avenged.
"All that we wish for are similar occasions when we are advancing. Our
field artillery at Verdun haa shown
that It has kept up Ita reputation; It
will speak as It should when still more
decisive hours sound."

S.ft Content

IS FlnM Drachms

For Infants and Children.

Million Dollars in New Wealth

Added in 1915.

Save Last Shell to Disable Their Gun When Germans Are Upon
USE SWISS SCHOOL SYSTEM
Them and Delay Means Death or Capture One Hero Stays
Hours and Then
With His "90" for Forty-Eigthe
Loses His Life.

Canada as a whole haa enjoyed
prosperity In 1915, from
product of the farm, the orchard and
the centrea of Industry. No country
fswwrota a brighter pat of htitory to
gr1cultural and Industrial develon-"meduring 1915 than Canada. Nearly
a billion bushels of grain produced.
Taxes In Weatera Canada average f 14
and will not exceed $35 per quarter
section, which Includes ail taxes. No
taxes on Improvements.
When Western Canada was faced
with ber enormous harvest last fall
the military authorities decided that
soldiers in Canada could give the Empire no better service for the time
being than to assist In harvesting the
crops. For that reason leave of absence was given to soldiers who
wished to work In the harvest fields,
and their labor was an Important factor In harvesting the big crops successfully.
The necessity for Increasing the agricultural production U commanding
even more attention In 1916, and It Is
now announced that soldiers In Canada may obtain leave of absence from
their military duties In the spring for
a certain length of time to enable
them to plant the seed for the crops
In every Province of the Dominion.
The fact that the Government
the seeding and harvesting of
Canada's crops as being of the first
Importance Is perhaps the best evlt
denee that conscription or any Increase of taxes which would reduce
the agricultural activity of Canada
will never be considered by the authorities.
Owing to the number who have enlisted for overseas service It has been
found necessary to secure farm labor
In the United States. It Is hoped that
fifty thousand can be secured. Adver-
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Mothers Know That
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Genuine Castoria

won-derf-

Parts. How the French Held artillery, and In particular the batteries of
the famoua "75's," were handled during the opening phases of the Verdun
battle la detailed In a letter to the
Figaro. The letter, written by an officer of field artillery who was In the
thick of the fighting, tells In simple
style of the superhuman efforts made
by the French gunners to stem the
tide of the German advance while
they were themselves under the tiro
of heavy artillery.
"On the twenty-first.- "
he writes, 'the
Germans commenced their preparations for the attack, with a fury that
let us know something serious was on
foot

"Our group (a group of 75's Is composed of three batteries of four guns
each) was In position to the southeast of the Haumont woods. One battery was split up as flanking pieces In
three positions one with two guns
to the east of Haumont woods, one to
the south and the third to the north of
Samogneux, with one gun each. Tbe
other two batteries were to the south
of hill No. 811. We were supported by
a battery of alx 90 mm. guns.
"Naturally we responded at once to
the German attack with a barrier Are
to stop, so far aa possible, the enemy
Infantry from making Its way to our
lines. The two guns at the east of the
Haumont Woods were pushed Into position In the Caures ravine and opened
fire at 700 meters.
"But the Germans, despite the sacrifice of great numbera of their men,
began to arrive In hordes. They appeared through the Caurea Woods
along tbe crests running between tbe
Haumont and Caurea woods and estisement
tablished themselves there. The two
guns here reduced tbelr range and
HOW HER HUBBY MADE OUT with sweeping fire cut down entire
ranka, but new wavea appeared to
Woman Recourse Exploits of Her take the places of tbe fallen men In
'
Worser Half During Brief Qrass
front of the blazing guns. Still the
Widowhood.
gunners kept at their work until Just
as their ammunition was falling the
They were speaking of hubby's boast enemy Infantry appeared through the
of how beautifully he can keep house Haumont Woods almost In their rear
the other evening, when this anecdote The gunners then blew up their guns
was smilingly related by Congressman and retreated, taking their wounded
8 wager Sberley of Kentucky.
with them.
Downtown recently Mrs. Jones met
Thirteen Men Fall.
Mrs. Brown, and during the conversation that followed the latter told of a
"A battery of 90 mm. guns estabvisit that she had Just lished upon the Haumont crest, almade to the borne of ber mother.
though enveloped by an Infernal fire,
"While I was away," continued Mrs. kept quietly about Its business. Shells
Brown, "my husband kept house, and of 305 mm. caliber were falling all
Insisted on cooking his own meals."
about It. In leas than a minute thir"You don't really mean It," ex- teen of the servants fell and Its fire
"How did be began to slacken. Then appeared a
claimed Mrs. Jones.
make out?"
first sergeant of a 58 mm. battery,
th Field artillery,
"Well," answered Mrs. Jones, heav- Plorrard. of the
ing quite a long slgb, "when I got back who reported to the commandant of
I noticed that the parrot bad learned our group:
"'Mon commandant," he said, simto swear." Philadelphia Telegraph.
ply, 'my battery no longer exists; give
me something else to do.'
OLD PRESCRIPTION
" 'Very good," was the answer, 're90
FOR WEAK KIDNEYS port to that battery of s.'
"Plerrard rallied the remaining men
of bis battery, they reported to the
A medicinal preparation lfks Dr. Kil90's and In a moment the battery re,
Swamp-Rootmer'a
that baa real eurativi
opened Its fire with terrific vigor. For
valua almost sella itself. Like an end let
hours Plerrsrd stuck to the
baia ayatera the remedy ia recommended forty-eigh- t
by those who have been benefited to tbow 90's, taking charge as the commiswho are in need of it.
sioned officers were killed or wounded.
Dr. Kilmer'a Swamp-Roo- t
la a
He kept In close touch with the comprescription.
It baa been tented mandant and for a time was able to
for rears and has brought results to countreceive from the combat trains extra
less numbers who have suffered.
supplies of ammunition for his duel
The success of Dr. Kilmer'a Swamp-Roo- t
was a real duel he was waging
is due to the fact that it fufills almost ev- for it
ery wish ia overcoming kidney, liver and agalnat the 'Booties.' tint It was at
bladder diseases, corrects urinary troubles last Impossible to send more ammuniand oeutralisea the urie acid which causes tion to blm.
" 'Fire every shot yon have,' he was
rheumatism.
Do not suffer. Oct a bottle of Swamp-Roo- t told; then blow up your guns and refrom any druggist now. Start treat- tire.'
ment today.
"The Germans redoubled their efHowever, ii you wish first to teat this
to
this bsttery that barred
great preparation send ten cents to Dr. forts way.takeAgain
and again they came
Kilmer A Co., Binnhamton, N.
, for a their
aampia bottle. When writing be sure and surging to the crest. At last they got
so close that Plerrard and his men
Motion this paper. Adv.
opened fire with their carbines and
drove them back. Then they returned
Kindred Thoughts.
"Do you know, John," remarked to their guns and reopened fire. But
With
Mrs. Jaggs, aa ber liege lord stumbled their situation was untenable.
upstairs, "that I've been awake for their last shots they destroyed the
hours waiting for you to come home guns by firing them after disabling tbe
Then the brave
recoil mechanism.
from the club?"
"If that ain't Just like a woman," fellows came back. But, alaa. In their
growled Jags. "Here I've been at the retreat, Plerrard, the bravest of tbe
club for hours watting for you to go brave, was probably killed. When they
arrived In safety he was not with
to sleep."
them, and has not been seen since.
He was not the only one to die valiantTENDER SKINNED BABIES
ly for his country-Hal- l

under a bombardment

of all calibers
kept up Its work of destruction witn-ou- t
cessation, except when, on four
occasions, the servanta bad to cease
Ore and wash the bore to cool It. Finally, pressed by tbe enemy, they pulled
out the clavettea (keys that bolt tbe
piece to the top carriage and whose
withdrawal dlsablea It) and retreated.
"Chagrined at being unable to Uke
their guns with them, the men of tbe
section came back In the night to pull
It out by band. They were driven
back and the chief of piece wounded.
Once more they returned to tbe
charge, this time carrying bombs to
blow It up. They got there only to
find It already destroyed; a 110 shell
had struck It
Courage and Devotion.
"Tbe same scenes occurred on tbe
33d. Our men rivaled themselves In
courage and devotion. In the evening,
after reciprocal bombardments of
l
violence, our batteries were ordered to Cote du Poivre (Pepper Hill),
where they arrived,
miraculously,
without accident The next day, the
24th, was a great day! What a massacre of Bocbesl This was when the
French and German- troops were fighting for Hill No. 344.
"We plsyed our fire on the German
masses. Their Infantry advanced and
receded time and time again, and each
time our abrapnel played on them, aa
we lengthened and shortened tbe
range to follow their movements. How
many victims did we make? I do not
know. All that I can affirm la that
we left them there on the hillsides In
heaps without number.
"One regiment, moving from the
shelter of tbe Haumont woods, and
another from Samogneux, near les
Cotelettes,
directly
found
Itself
In our line of fire and was literally

DR. MARY WALKER

Baby's tender skin requires mild,
soothing properties such aa are found
In the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment
Cutlcura Soap Is so sweet, pure and
cleansing and Cutlcura Ointment so
soothing and healing, especially when
baby's skin is Irritated and raahy.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
A

woman

a

mind Is nearly always on

dress which may explain the

fre-

quent changes of both.
Use Red Ones Bag
better than liquid blue. Delight

Be happy.

the laundress.

Blue-muc-

All grocers.

Adv.

loelal Inanities.
She Ton know, Mr. Jones, I
thought you much older than yon are.
He Ca, ao not a bit, I assure yoa.

AVrtfclnble

Promoles DiSeslioaChccrfur-and Rest.Contains wither
OptunuMorphine nor .Mineral
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another proof of the

quil audacity of our gunners.
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Sotir Stoinach. Diarrhoea,
Worms. Feverishness uod
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Loss of Sleep.

For Over

facsimile Signature Of

Thirty Years

The Cbmitauk CoMnurr,

NEW YORK.
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Install
the Swiss school system at tbe new
colony In Lower California This system of public education, admittedly
one of the best In the world, will be
adopted for the settlors wbo are soon
to arrive In Lowe? California under
the auspices of the Swiss Colonisa
tion society.
.Mrs

A
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DO FARM WORK

Winnipeg. The serious problem of
western Canada to find help to put In
the crop has been practically solved by
an official order from the mllltla department allowing every
officer and man on active service In Canada leave of absence not exceeding one month, to go out on the
forms.
The soldiers will receive full pay
and allowances as usual, and In addition what they earn from the farmers.
will provide free
Tbe government
transportation for the round trip from
camp to farm not exceeding a distance of 300 miles.

OF

Watch Your Colts

will

Will
Give
Government
Canadian
Militiamen Leave of Absence for
One Month.

KING

1

Buet Ccpy of Wrapper

BULGARIA

Colds and Dlatemper, and at the first sympFor Coug-ha- ,
toms of any auch ailment, give email doo of that wonderful remedy, now the most used In existence.
COMPOUND
ll'OHN'l
CO cents and 11 a bottle;
the doaen, of any
It and $10 by
dniKKlnt. harneaa denier, or
l'OHN MEDICAL CO, Chemists, Goehea, lata V. . A.

War Makes Geographers.
The war has made geographers of
us all. It seems that It has also Increased the Londoner's knowledge of
London. Six wounded officers, all
Londoners born and dwellers In London, were offered a motor trip frpjn
their hospital tbe other day. Tbey
selected Hampton court as their objective, and only one of the party
bad seen It before. It Is a common
saying In London that only tbe visitor really sees the city, and there
la at all eventa an element of truth in
the statement.
comThere la a certain middle-agemercial man of high standing In London, a Londoner by descent, birth and
lifelong residence, who, though he has
seen the Blue mountains of Australia
and the Victoria falls of Africa, has
never been Inside Hyde park, Westminster abbey or St. Paul's Cathedral.
Manchester Guardian.

War on Dlr.
"What's this? Your house Is all
torn up. Things are a wreck."
"My wife has started ber
offensive."
house-cleanin-

SAVED MINI8TER--

LADIES CAN WEAR BHOEB
One site smaller after using Allen's Foot.
the feet.
Ease, the antlseptlo powder forfoot-bath,
Shaken Into alioea and used In
makes tight shoes feel
Allen'a Foot-Eas- e
easy, and gives Instant relief to corna and
bunions. Try It today. Bold everywhere.
Bo. For FREE) trial package, Address,
Allen B. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.

LIFE.
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Rev. W. H. Warner, Route
Md.,

writes:

My

t,

Myers-vin-

trouble was

sciatica. My back was affected and
took tbe form of lumbago. I also had
neuralgia, cramps
my muscles,
In

pressure or sharp
pam on the top of

d

my bead, and nervous dlszy spells. I
bad other symptoms showing my
Rev.W. U Warner kidneys were at
fault so I took Dodd's Kidney Pills.
They were the means of saving my Ufa.
On Fob. 16th, 1316, 1 write to say that
undoubtedly your medicine restored
me to perfect health.
Dodd's Kidney Pills, 60o per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Dodd'j Dyspepsia Tablets for Indigestion have been proved.
60o per box. Adv.

When a man isn't capable of earnAn obese woman tries to, console
herself with the belief that she knows ing a living the only thing left for htm
some other woman who Is tatter than to do Is to get a political Job or break
Into Jail.
ahe Is.

FROM GIRLHOOD TO OLD
New Strength for Lame Back
Conditions AGE WOMEN ARE HELPED
and Worn-out

Dear Mr. Editor:

I auffered from lame back and a
feeling. Was unable to
tired, worn-ou- t
stand erect and scarcely able to get
around. It would usually come on at
first with crick In small of my back.
I took Anurlo Tablets and my back
commenced to get better. I did not
have to walk doubled over as I did
before using the "Anuria." It Is tbe
best remedy I have ever taken for
what It la intended to relieve.
A. O. DRAKE.

NOTE: Wben yonr kidneys get
sluggish and clog, you suffer from
dlszy spells,
backache,
or the twinges and pains of lumbago,
rheumatism and gout "Anurlc" la the
most powerful agent In dissolving
uric add, aa hot water melts augar.
Ask the druggist for "Anurlc." put
packages.
ap by Dr. Pierce, In

At tbe first symptoms of any derangement of the feminine organism
at any period of life the one safe, really
helpful remedy Is Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription for every conceivable aliment and disease of a womanly nature.
It Is a woman's temperance medicine
and Ita Ingredients are pnbllehed on
wrapper.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription Is
a true friend to women In times of
trial and at times of pain when the
organs are not performing their fsno-tlonFor headache, backache, hot
flashes, catarrhal conditions, bearing
down sensations, mental depression,
women
fainting
spells,
dizziness,
should never fall to Uke this tried and
true women's medicine.
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SOLDIERS TO

Her iiaint tlguie In a Prince Albert
or a cutaway coat and In men's trousers has for many years been one of
tbe sights of Washington.
She expects to be stared at as she makes her
way serenely through congressional
corridors or about the street 8he Is
a suffragist, of course, end Is perfectly at home after she has laid her ailk
tile on a congressman's desk and has
begun to argue the cause. A special
act of congress gave ber permission
to wear trousers.
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St. Louis. Fannie, a Scotch collie,
saved tbe life of John C. Sbafer, a
farmer and the dog's owner, and John
Sbafer, father of tbe dog's owner, on
two different occasions last week,
when tbe men were attacked by an In
furlated bull, according to a atory told
In Marine, III.
When tbe father went to the barn
to feed, the bull attacked him. In try
ing to get away he fell several times
and was bruised. His
Nellie Shafer, arrived home from
school at that time, and she sent the
collie Into the lot. The dog halted
tbe bull and permitted tbe old man to
escape,
The next morning, when the son
went to tbe barn to feed, the bull attacked him. His cries attracted Mrs.
Shafer, wbo went to the lot In her
night clothes, taking the dog with her,
for the second rescue.
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Not Narcotic.

Effort of a Dog Savee the Lives of
Two Men on Farm In
Illinois.
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With Rashes and Irritations Find
Comfort In Cutloura. Trial Free.
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Bears the
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tery was under a terrific fire of heavy
A 305 shell burst In Its
projectiles.
midst killing the captain, the first
sergeant, a chief of section and Ave
Did tbe others blench T
cannoneers.
Not they; they only tore off their
blouses, and, working In their shirt
sleeves, redoubled their efforts to Intensify their fire end avenge their
chiefs and their comrades.
"During the day of the 22d we re-

ft ones ca th) ferns of

Vkfestern

Canada

T rePlace the young farmers who
Hal

ceived an Incalculable number of 305
shells on tbe Mormont farm and Its
vicinity. Our situation was sll the
more difficult becsusx of tbe difficulty
we experienced In getting more ammunition. Hardly one caisson In three
f mm ),t
in,
of ammunition reached Ita destination.
This picture shows the sons of the king of Bulgaria in the service
The road from Villa to Vacherauvllle
uniform of the army, taken Just before they left for the front They are
was swept by a hellish fire.
"The gun established at Samogneux Crown Prince Boris and Prince Cyril
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requires from an applicants. For special railway rates sad etfcar krfaraaaHnei apply te
W. V. DENNtTT, Roesn 4, Dee Dido-- , Omaha, Near.

Our Entire Store Abloom With New rashions
And New Everything for Spring
A MAN'S CLOTHES
may be inexpensive, yet good looking:
expensive, yet bad looking

It takes clothes like ours to reveal

the graduated difference
between suits

The Piece Goods Dept.

EACH EXPRESS BRINGS US NEW

is receiving new and beautiful patterns each day in Silks, Voiles and

modes faithfully copied from the vogue as seen
,
by Paris and New York.

Wash Goods.

Midsummer Frocks in a wide variety of materials.
Middy Dresses with white skirts, striped blouses.
Waists in Silks, Laces and Wash Materials.

40 inch Silk and Wool mixture
Shepherd Checks at per yd $1.00

Q

1

The price range is from $15 to $35
Skirts-Ne- w
and every dollar you spend for the 36 inch Striped Silk for Shirts and
Ones Just In
famous Kirschbaum or the Curlee Shirt Waists.
Shepherd Checks
$1.25
clothes is justified in the quality re- Vanity Voiles
and Rice Cloth in Striped Linene
1.50
ceived for the price. You are fully
plain colors and floral designs.
White Gabardine
1.50
assured of good value regardless of
White Pique
1.50
the price you pay.
Notions
Palm Beach
1.50
We are showing some snappy
All kinds of new Purses Oxidized Kahki Riding Skirts
$3.00
styles for young men, including the
Vanity Bag Tops.
"Regent," "Howard" and "Vogue"
Beautiful Lingerie in the sheerest and daintiest
together with the more conservative Japanese Brocaded Purses
materials trimmed in Laces and Ribbons.
$2.00
y 1603
cuts for the business man.
Cameo Pins and Brooches
Our Shoe Department is now completely stocked
A complete line Silk and mixed weave Shirts
with the best models of the season. Shoes for
in white, cream, grey and beautiful striped
75c to $3.00
and figured effects, priced at
Laces and Lace Goods
every member of the family, at moderate prices.
Children's Shoes
50c to $2.50
All over Laces in Baby Irish, Chan-tillNew
Something Absolutely
Shoes
Ladies'
to $5.00
$2.00
Shadow, etc.
75c to $2.00
in Men's Hats
Men's Shoes
$2 50 to $6.00

A
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Have you seen the new Military Hat that we
have on display? One is Navy Blue with
black band and binding, and the other is
Pearl Grey with grey band. Exceptionally
$3.00
good values at
The new "Pinched Crown" Panamas
'Flexible Brim" Straws from $1.50 to
A Ftronpr

and

Hose
Fancy Hose for Women in the new stripes
and embroidered deWjj.-i- .....
$1.25, $1.50

$G.OO

line of Caps and Silk H;tis for Men
50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50

and Bovs

Collars and Combination Sets in Batiste and
Organdy Lace Trimmed
20c to $1.50

Hose for Men
15c to 75c
Buster Brown Hose for Children

Chi'drens Pay will b
celebrated on the first
Sunday in May.
On the first Wednesday m'sht
in
each month immediately
after prayer meeting the Sunday
School workers hold a business
Christian Church
session. The teachers are especi
April 30th.
any requested to attend tnese
A hearty welcome to all at meetings.
Reporter.
each of our services. The new
church opens to us splendid op- Woman's Missionary Society
portunities. Here is a good lield
The W. M. S. is increasing in
for new workers.
numbers and interest. At our
Sunday School 10 a. m Com- last meeting, twenty three were
munion and Preaching 11 a. m. present.
Christian Endeavor 6:30 p. m.
The first Thursday in each
Preaching 7;30 p. m. Subject: month is given to a regular busi"The Triple Breastplate."
ness session, the third ThursC. W, Lambert, Minister. day is our social day and every
other Thursday in each month
is devoted to our Bible Study
First Methodist Churoh.
Class. This is regarded by many
If you are a member of this
profitable feature of
Church, why not come to Sun- as the most
certainly a closer
the
work
and
day School ? Let every one work
acquaintance
with
"The Book
to build up the Sunday School.
of Books" is worthy of our time
This is the most important of all
and effort. "Come let us reason
church work.
P. S.
Subject for
morning ser- together."
appro-ptiatil-

RUNNING HIM OUT OF TOWN

the

mon will be, "Sampson and the
Source'of his strength." At the
evening service there will be a
special service for railroad men.
Weltake pleasure in inviting all

railroad men to attend this

ser-

vice.

J. H. Messer, Pastor

Episcopal Church
Rev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor.

Democrats from all over the
county are solidly behind Chair
man E. H, Robinson of the
Democratic County Central Committee, for the place again if he
Robinson treats them
wants
ill alike, is fair and a good
He understands
campaigner.
the political game from start to
finish and is going to see that
the democratic party of this
county lands the biggest majorities for its candidates this
election in the history of the
county.

it
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Morning services with sermon
Mrs. J. F. DeatsJr. spent the at 11 a. m. This will be the
day with her friend Mrs. W. K. closing service before
Thompson Tuesday and while in
Clovis went down to Croft's
Music Store and purchased a fine
Methodist Sunday School

Denhof Jewelry Store on south
main street this week received
several fine diamonds whieh they
have added to there collection.
It is customary for Mr. Denhof
piano.
to add to his diamond stock
"sweet girl graduate"
SELL YOUR HIDE to R. H.
and the time for June brides. Morrow Hide and Poultry Co,
They bring the most money
green.
Located at McFarlin's
For Sale Feed
Wagon
yard.
Phone 71. 44-About 2000 bundles ef good
kaffir,
We pay highest market price
also some good cane.
Feed located at residence, 4 for your poultry, eggs and cream.
blocks West of Main St Inquire Clovis Creamery & Produce Co.
220 N. Merriwether.
45 2t
sea-se- n

4t

Last Sunday was a good day
with the Methedist church. We
had 222 in Sunday School. The
Primary Department under the
capable direction of their superintendent. Mrs. Snyder, gave a
short Easter program and this
was followed by a ten minutes
talk to the older boys and girls
by Mr. Rodes.

NOTICE
Democratic Voters:
Notice in hereby given, that

To Am,

pursuant to the rules of the
Democratic Central Committee,
for the holding of Precinct Mass
meetings: The Mass meeting
for the election of delegates to
the County Convention to be
held in Clovis. May 13th. 191G.
for precinct No. one will be held
at the Court House, city of
Clovis, N. M., at 2 o'clock p. m.
on May Gth, 191G. All Democratic voters are requested to be

present.

Fred

E.

Dennis,

Committeeman

NOTICE

To All Democratic Voters:
Notice is hereby given, that
pursuant to the rules of the
Democratic Central Committee,
for the holding of Precinct Mass
meetings: The Mass meeting
for the election of delegates to
the County Convention to be held
in Clovis, May 13th, liilG. for
precinct No. 0 will be held at the
Progressive Club
Elks Hall, city of Clovis. N. M.,
The Progressi ve Club had an at 2 o'clock p.
ni. on May Gtb.
enjoyable meeting Tuesday with 1916. All Democratic
voters are
Mrs. J. T. Miller. Mrs. Chas. requested
to be present.
Ofllcer3
Dennis was a guest.
James Stalker,
were elected for the ensuing
Committeeman.
year and other business transacted.
NOTICE
The program was as follows:
To All Democratic Voters:
Roll
Notice is hereby given, that
Science department
pursuant
to the rules of ,tha
keeping
The new era of house
Democratis
CentralJCommittee,
Literary The new books disholding
for
the
of Precinct Mass
cussed by Mrs. Sedar. Current
meetings:
Mass meeting
The
'vents. After which we all at for
election
the
delegates to
of
May
journed to meet
9th with
the County Convention to be
Mrs. W, G. Nutter.
held in Clovis, May 13th. 1916,
for precinct No. 10 held at
A dainty little envelope on our
Washington School Curry county
desk announces the arrival of
10 a. m. on May Gth 1916.
at
"Rath Loraine Griffith" who All
Democratic voters are re
came a welcome visitor to the
quested
to be present.
, L.
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred James,
Griffith on the 15th Inst She
commitbemaw.
gives her address as South Bend
Washington, where her father
Mrs. Harry Baker is in Canyon
of the City Texas this week visiting
is chief "himuckemuck"
Willipa Harbor Pilot.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Baker.
Call-Hous-

ehold

hints-Dome- stic
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